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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
The recognition of the importance that in-service 
secondary school mathematics teachers acquire additional 
education. beyond the bachelor's degree has placed upon 
teacher education institutions an obligation for providing 
a suitable program.1 A college raced with the task or 
pioneering a fifth-year program, based on a traditional 
sequence or courses, finds itself confronted with the 
question .of what constitutes the most nearly ideal content 
at this level or teacher education.. The recent advances 
1n athemat1cs, interest in structure and understanding, 
end new and spectacular applications of math-ematics ust 
necessarily influence the pattern or subject matter content . 2 
B cause of the impos 1b111ty of including all mathematical 
topics, selections must be made. This study~ therefore# is 
concerned with the problem: the selection of specific 
lKenn th E. Brown# "Inservice Re-Education of Mathe-
matics Teachers,!' American Mathematical Monthly, LXVII {1960). 918-920. 
2Hermann Veyl, "A Half-Century or Mathematics," 
American Mathematical Monthly. LVII { 1951), 523-553. 
1 
mathematical topics. • 
The Purpose or this Study 
The purpose o this study 1.s to determine a selection 
or content topics that can be us d for the thematic al 
subject matter content of certain fifth-year mathematics 
courses ror education of secondary . chool mathe atlcs 
teachers 1n Missouri. 
Def1n1t1on of Terms 
Throughout this study the following definitions of 
terms are used: 
The term "modern s .... c ondary school ma the atie teacher" 
refers to the instructor who te-aches those sequences that 
have been reaODllllended by the Commission on Mathematics, the 
School M thematics Study Oroup, the University of Illinois 
2 
Co 1ttee on School Math mat1cs, or the Ball State Experimental 
Progra 1n grades nine through twelve. 
A set of eri teria is "complete' if there is no criterion 
(not already in the set) such that this cr1t rion ls independ-
ent or the original s t or criteria. 
If s is a set or criteria and c 1 a criterion or the 
set S, then C is "independent" if' S and s-c ( 1. • th set S 
with C deleted) do not d1scr1m1nate an .identical set of 
atbemat1eel topics. 
The term "coefficient or agreement11 is used to denote 
the valu or (4s-n2+n}/(n2-n) where n ls the total numb r or 
3 
panelists responding to an ite on the que t1onna1re; Sis a 
number whose value is d2-nd+in2-ln where dis the number of 
panelists responding to 1te s three and four on the question-
naire. The coefficient or agreement w111 be denoted by CA. 
The term "weighted response index" is used to denote 
the value of (l/n)(C8+2T8 +3Td-4cd) where ~8 , T8 , Td, and Cd 
represent the number of panelists marking numb r one, two, 
three, and tour respectively, and n 1s the total number 
responding to an item on the questionnaire. The weighted 
response index will be denoted by VRI . 
Need for the Study 
It 1s an obvious tautology that the subject matter 
needs of the teacher are a funet1on of the subject atter 
he will be expected to teach. If the pre:sent trends 
continue, ell econdary school mathematics teachers may 
soon bet ching a modern mathematical sequence.3 This 
implies that the Missouri secondary school mathe atics 
instructor ls required to have adequate preparation to 
teach a moderns quence. Since the set of inadequately 
prepared teachers is not the null set, and is 1n fact 
comparatively large, it is essential that educational 
3college Entrance Examination Board, Commission on 
Mathematics, Ob1ect1ves or the Commi s1on on Mathematics ot the Collegentrance Eiaiiirnetion Board tiiew York, 1957), p.-r::11. 
opportun1t 1es be established to provide for this need.. 4 
To initiate a course as a part or an educational 
program., fulfilling the above need, 1t becomes necessary 
to select the content material contained 1n the course. 
Acceptance of' recommendations or leading professional 
organizations for content topics is a suitable procedure. 
'lhls procedure, however, is not fruitful since in one 
instance (American Association ror the Advancement or 
Science) only a specific number of semester hours 1s 
suggested.5 The Collllll1ssion on Mathematics of the College 
Entrance Examination Board takes the view that specific 
recommendations would lead to a ste~eotyped progrem.6 
4 
In another instance (Mathematical Association of A r1ca) 
the rec om ndat1ons provide a basic outline for an under-
gr&du&te program.7 Because of an absence or recommendations 
satisfying local cond1t1ons, it is, therefore, necessary 
to select specific content topics. 
4K1rksv1lle Dail:y Express, March 21, 1958, p. 6. 
5Altred B. Garrett, Chairman, "Recommendations tor the 
Preparation of High School Teacher:, or Science and Mathe-
matics - 1959," A Report ot the Sub-Committee on Teacher 
Cert1t1cat1on - The Cooperative Committee on the Teaching 
or Science and Mathematics of the American Association tor 
the Advancement or Science, School Science and Mathematics, 
LDC ( 1959) , 281-289. -
6college Entrance Examination Board Commission on 
Mathematics, The Education or Secondary School Mathematics 
Teachers (New-VOrk, l957), pp. 1-!6. 
7"Recommendat1ons of the Mathematical Association or 
America tor the Training or Mathematics Teachers, t, American 
Mathematical Monthly, LXVII (1960), 982-991. 
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. xtensio or pec1tio oour e cont nt tor t . un e -
g duat eduo · tion of a cond y ao ool the1 1c cher,. 
to th e ired tifth-year due t1o., would be lativ ly 
s1 ple proble it the pr. spective gra u te tu ent h d 
stud1 thee pec1r1c un er raduate top1c ·• Loe 1 con it1ons 
1n Mi souri lead t the proble ot providlng a equate e ur e 
content tor neeo d addition 1 education tor tu ents with n 
8 in dequa te c kground . 
It ls logic 1., tallowing t e bsence ot recomme atio 
trom proresalonal organizations., to rev1ew the literature 
1n the tleld ot mathe tic educati n respective to 
.oug estions r r· de ired content top1ca. The viewp int , 
expres ed 1n the literature ., re quite vari.able . One 
9,10 group ould have tudent tudy traditional aterial . 
ome a vocate tl at the titth-year co po~ed ot Just any 
a the ll tical topic. The Jor1ty opinion 1 that the 
tter content hould b b aed upon ht is 
ry Jane K hlen erg.,, "A 
or cond~ry School thematics 
Mi sour1 11 ( unpub. tudy, N rthe 
College., 1954 ). 
tudy ot the Qua11r1oati n 
Teachers or orthea t 
st 1ssour1 tate Teachers 
W llace Manheimer, " e Heratical Tho~hts tr an 
Orthooox Te cher/1 thematics Teacher. LIII ( 19 ~,o), 22-26. 
10 D •• Merrill, 0 .s&cond Thoug ts on ernizlng the 
Curr1culu ., 0 American Mathe LXV · ( 19 ) , 
76- 78 . 
111 t really 1s not vi al exactly et tic 
cour are taught, provide they re not ot the 1•bus1ne s 
thematic 1 ' n a them tics 1n the home," or "hi tory or 
m th mat1cs type. 0 Letter to the writ .r tr C. t nley 
Ogilvy dated December 2, 1960. 
generally called modern athematics.12,13.,14,15 
To select content material based upon the views of 
one athematical educator is an approach to this problem. 
The expert chosen will certainly reflect his philosophy 
regarding the modern mathematical sequence or his choice. 
Which sequence, or variation of this seque-nce, will be 
adopted 1n Missouri? It the chosen authority plans for 
e particular sequence, will the training be adaptable to 
t ... aching another sequence? If there are ditfe?'ences, 
or if there is no difference., 1n the preparation to teach 
a particulars quence, a method or reconc111et1on will, 
1n 1ther instance, provide the nucleus tor a satisfactory 
program. Consequently., to provide for a selection of 
course content, it becomes necessary to study these various 
viewpoints to establish from this study the basic content 
material for preparation of' Missouri secondary school 
mathematics teachers. 
12A • E. Meader.,. 
Mathematics Teacher, 
13Morr1s Kline, 
Mathematics Teacher.,. 
Jr. 11 "Sets, Sinners and Salvation.,." 
LII (1959), 434-436. 
"The Ancients vs. the Moderns.,." 
LI (1956)., 418-427. 
14P. S. Jones, "Promising Poss1b111t1es ror Improving 
Content in the Teaching or Mathematics," Virginia Journal 
2.!. Education, May.,. 1960, pp. 15-21. 
15Henry Van Engen., "Plans ror Reorganization of 
College Preparatory Matheut1cs," School Science end 
Mathematics, LVIII (1958), 277-285. -
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Scope of the .3tudy 
The recommendations or the raculty council of a 
Missouri college tor teacher preparation are that the 
mathematics content of a fifth-year should be total or 
16 
seventeen semester hours . The student is to select, as 
approved by his adviser, from the following (thirty semester 
hours): His tory or Mathematics (three semester hours), 
Advanced Calculus (s1x semester hours), Geometry ( three 
semester hours), Algebra ( six semester hours), Probability 
and tat1atics {six sem~ster hours) . The completion or 
the seventeen semester hours in mathematics plus an add! ~ 
t!onal tive semester hours or elec t ives in education and 
ten semester hours outside the field or mathemat:lcs will 
lead to the Master of Arts degree . 
7 
History or Mathematics and Adv need Calculus are estab-
lished courses at the col lege that are ot interest in this 
study. Topics in Mathematics as generally structured in a 
mathematics program will vary with various groups of students. 
This study, therefore , 111 be restricted to content topics 
for the non-established and non- variable courses . 
The boundary conditions with respect to the assumption 
16 Minutes of the Faculty Council, Northeast Missouri 
~tate Teachers College., December 8, 1959 . 
8 
of background experiences are those determined by the content 
of the undergraduate major in mathematics education at a 
Missouri Stete Teachers College. Prior to 1960 the require-
ments are equivalent to: five semester hours in algebra and 
tr.igonometry; ten semester hours in calculus; two and one-
half semester hours in college geometry; and an additional 
seven and one-half semester hours selected from ( two and 
one-half semester hours for e.rach course): arithmetic for 
teachers, teaching of arithmetic, mathematics of finance, 
theory of' equations, differential equations, elementary 
statistics and surveying. 17 
It is to be understood that the writer does not 
necessarily agree that the above s-et of courses comprise 
a proper set of' courses for pre-service preparation of 
secondary school mathematics teachers. This set or courses 
is used to propose a realis:tic approach to the problem to 
be investigated. 
Procedure 
or the several method.El of selection of' content 
material for a. given course the Job-analysis approach 
might be considered the most logicei. 18 To ~n:alyze the 
eontAnt re~CTI!'P.!e:nded to br: .taught by a modern secondary 
17Bulletin of Northeast Missouri State Teachers College, 
Kirksville, Missouri (1958-1960}, p. 156. 
18John K. Norton ~nd M.A. Norton, Foundations or 
Curriculum Building. (Boston,. 19'.:l6) 1 pp. 60-91. 
10 
school tnathemat.tes teache.r is a relatively easy taak. ·1 
But the era is ended when the teacher's grssp of subject 
matter content eonsistad ot• successfully completing the 
ccrurse he is now teaching. What then are the cri.teria 
f'Ol"' seJeeting content topics? To what should a particular 
topic contr:iJ)nta 1:n orde1• that this topic iahould be 
. selEn;ted for study? This analysis lad the writer to 
search the literature for oplnions 88 to what affect 
the study of' a content topic should have upon the student·~ 
The first phase or this inve.stiga.tion is the result o:f 
this reasoni.ng proees.s .. 
Phase .!.• The selection of a set of criteria to be 
used for designing the fifth-year program for preparation 
of secondary school mathematics teach.era in Missouri has 
constituted the first phase of this investigation.. The 
1n1t1al selection of crite:ria has been made by the writer. 
It is well-established that the 1--esponsibllities and 
char·acteriatics or the modern .secondary school mathematics 
teacher are different from those of a teacher who teaches 
a traditional sequence or courses •20•21 To decide what 
19Jl..r1 example of. one of the mathem.atica l a,~quences is 
C 1.t.ed. '.; ~.'umm.ary o.f ,o on~em!!. or ;:_;~1so.· C 0'1,lI'S~~ ,t n American 
Ntbt1Un'1t1c&t1 MpnthlY.:i LXVI.LI \l:,vl), 283-ttb5. 
20Mathematical J1ssociat1on or America, Committee on 
the Undergraduatcy r1,ogram in Mathematics, !A 3u:r>vey of 
Recommendations fer· ~ !raininG of Teachers of Mathematics 
(Buffalo, 1901), .pp. l-o. 
21College Entrance Examination Board, Commi3slon on 
~.:fathernaties, r.rhe Edue~tion of' Jeconqary School l'lathematias 
Teachers, pp. 1-16. · · -
9 
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topic ke ximum contribution to th - developm""nt of 
th .a , t sks ff ctiv ly should be 
th 0 di cr1 1n~tory ch r ct r of th se l ct d s t of oriter1a. 
N,tth~m~tice.l tkriodic 1 such s the Am .ricsn Math_ -
m tie 1 Monthly, M th·~Ut1es Teecb r, nd School Sci nee 
~nd Math~met1os r port on -. xper1m ntal programs •nd 
propos d chsng s 1n math_matic 1 educ~tion policy. Thes-
sourees should contain vi wpo1nts with r sp0 ct to initial 
22 sel_ctlon of cr1t _r1s. The writer, therefore, surveyed 
1sau .. s of th s periodicals. 
To v lidat~ thv set of critAria that hes b-en us d 1n 
this inv st1gst1on a p n.- 1 consisting or c refully selected 
m th metics educ t1on ap c18·11sts have been &sk d to g1v 
th _ir opinions reg rd1ng the s lacted crit r1. A list of 
th 8 " ne l1sts 1s presented on p g-:;»s '27-29 for verification 
or th;) t=b111ty or thea p opl to ct es pan lists. Each 
ppn r- 11st h s b"' n 88k·1d by m ens of qu ~st1onna1re, to 
r spond in on . or four weys to _ ch crite rion. 
Th? r sponsea to th , que t1onn 1re heve be~n snalyz ,,.d. 
A co ~r r1c1 ~nt or egr~ement nd w lght d reapons index was 
comput ~d for .oh crit2r1on. A cr1t rion was consider d 
VP lid 1 th0 co _ ffl<:1 nt of 8greement was ebov _ th~- • 500 
1 v . l end th w 1ghtPd r espon 
1 vel . 
22 Ibid. p .. 8 . 
index wes be low the 1.75 
Phas(:< 2. This phas0 or th~J inv:stiget.ion has bi.Nln 
~im,·:,d ~t th,, s::11':,ation or' tha topical cont,:n1t for th;::' 
c,-rt~1n i!H>ur132s in tht; r1rth-y1ar progrem. The ,justifl-
c Pt ion eor sel,::ction Wf'3 t>ce ording to tbti offerings in 
11 
th·~ ef'.t:?logs .of' s,:-·1-:otf?d 1nst1tutions or higher leern1ng, 
eont,,nt mE>t·?ri~l in th·~ NBtionel ScLmce Foundation eourEL:>s, 
m:f.'th;:,metlca t0xtbook met.,~:r1,els., int2::rvi~ws by th;2 writ;Jr 
with methr~m~tl.cr.l :1duc EJ,t.ors, lit:1retu:re 1n th,::; fi<"1ld or 
mPth\'?metics ~ducation, and person.al ~Xp:::,ri.enee of. the 
writ~r with topical content mat,:;rial .. 
To valideta the s,;?lect1on or aont,::nt material e 
pan,al consisting of' ~m1nently qual1fi1.ed msthi~met1ettl 
educetors has b,:~en ehos,en. This class of mathematicians 
deamed qull!lif'1ed to validate th:1 s~lection of content 
mat~1ri&l were thos·:: p.~rsons chosen by the NE,tional Sci•::mce 
Foundt:1t1on es directors of the several ( 19·61} Summer 
Institut·'.:S for Meth:?m&tics Tee.chars.. Slnce tb;:S'2l p&rsona 
P.rc> concern,Jd with the educetion of ppproximtit:?ly 5,000 
s "'Condl'lr:Y school m~thqmrtics t·:~eh'.:•rs during th,~ summ-ar 
o<' 1961, thns7 p;-,opl,·: should be in .f' position to v~lidat~ 
th· st1l1ction of' topic el c ont::1nt. 
Ct.1rt~in ·.".>duertors 11st,:,d es dlr~etors or SUIJlm'.H"' 
:institutr.,,s W"::r-, consults,d in .pt Least ow.: asp2ct or this 
study, Th~se persons w:Jre Pr•ofessors Stlcnl::y J. Bezuszka., 
Boston Colh:rge; Cli f'e'ord Bell., Uni v,~rsity of Celif'or-nia at 
Loa Angeles; Paul B. Burah2m, Univarsity or Missouri; 
Jamtls H. Zant., Oklahoma Steta Un1v(-?rsity; .and Carl V. Fronabr,rger, 
12 
Southwest Missouri State College.. Since these individuals 
had been very helpful in previous phases of this study., they 
'Were omittl!d from the 11st of prospective panelists to vali-
date the saleoted topical content. 
A questionnaire regarding the validation of the selected 
content topics for probability and statistics was. sent to each 
institute director of institutions offering a course 1n prob-
abil1 ty and statistics.. After having eliminated r:rom possible 
selection as panelists those educators who were .asked to 
answer a questionnaire regarding content topics for prob-
ability and statistics, ( to validate the topical content 
material ln algebra and geometry) there remained possible 
se1eotions for sending questionna.1res regarding content for 
algebra &lone, . for geometry alone, and for algebra or geometry .. 
The m&thamat1ci&na that were asked, by means of a questionnaire, 
to validated content mat,arial for algebra consisted of the 
directors of institutes offering courses 1n algebra alone 
.and a rend om sample 11 using a table or random: uni ts, of 
diree tors of inat1 tut es who were. of ferlng c curses in algebra 
or geometry .. 23 A ques t.1onnaire regarding con tent material 
in geometry was sent to each institute director offering 
a course in g3ometry alone and to thos.a remaining on the 
list developed for! selecting p&nal1sts. 
~ Charles D. Hodgman., ed.• 11A Table of 14,000 Random 
Units,t• Standard Mathematical Tables., (12th ed. Cleveland, 
1959), pp •. 237-243. 
PhPs,:, 3.. Thr: finrl phtx1P of this investigation has 
cr.:m:sist:;-d o-P miking reeommendati·ons .ror the topical e ont2nt 
or the f1fth-y~ar prcgrtim for sHcond.ery school methametics 
bf!sed on th'2' snalysie or the date obtained in tha sGcond 
pheae of this 1nv,l'st1getion-. From the r,:,,HJponsea to th-~ 
qu13stionns1:re th.;? coatf1e1ent of correlation and weighted 
:responsri index were computed.. .A content topic wes sclr3cted 
for thH fifth-year program it tb;)r-e was a posltiV,'? co<?ffl-
eient of egreem,ant with ehi-square velu:Js greeter thE-n 
?-.841 with on.-:~ d-agr&'e of freedom or equival 1 nt vt1lues so 
thrt th': ccmfideance level would b~ b':l:yond ninety-r1v,.,1 
13 
Stt:tisties us,~d .!n. the study.. The eo-Jffieient of 
f'g~ement is dsfin·:·:d by Kendell wes ealcul~t,,d using th,;; 
distinct ,:on 1::v~tw:,en ~gr~em2nt 1:nd disagreem,snt. 24 To obte1n 
f: trsnd towr.rd B·gre,~m~·nt th·a W:eaight;~d r;:H1ponse index WEIS 
t.1s,-d. Chi-squtre vt,lU"S were computid ror e~ch 1t,~1m on 
th.::· questionnaires r,s :!.n aoeordft'nce with th~ theory tbst 
is dev':?lopnd by Kenoell. 
L1m1tet1ons of' the Study 
This 
study is no :~.xcapt ion to thi.s g'E:neral statement. 
shorte omings of this study are primarlly tba judgment or 
24Maur1ce G. Kendall, The Advanced Theory or Statistics 
(London., 1947L pp. 427-4.:5• 
the writer with respect to the initial selection of the 
set or eriter1a and selection or· content topic.s. The 
basic 1mper.teetlons will be discussed in thi.s section 
o.f the study .. 
Initial 5'election or the criteria. Mow, a orlori., 
.......... ......,,._ -- . . 
there is no reaaon to believe that :1.t is even possible 
14 
to list a set or criteria that would imply the dlscrimina-
t1on or ell mathematical_ topius. ls it possible to 
state all edueat1on8l qusl1t1es that .a teacher mu3t 
fttta1n? or course, tor the saka or elegance a complete 
set o.f criteria would be desirable. In this stUdy .. however .. 
the set of er1teria is incomplete in the aense or the 
definition of completeness previously give:n,. 
The initial Slaleetions were validated by a set of 
matbematicians whose opinions are respected on the national 
level. While this, in no way, implies an idea of -complete-
ness, 1t does irtd1e&te the authenticity ot those selected. 
Initial selection . 2!. eonte.rit ~oplcf.• The initial 
selection of content t.op1es tor course content was to 
be velldeted by eminent mathematia ians.. lf" therefo:t"e, 
the judgment o't the writer was not corNct., t.he baa1e 
course content t:or proposed eourses was not altered .... 
With respect to this matter the writer purposely selected 
~ variety or content mat:erial so that validated topics 
could be uaed to constitute the nucleus of a course. 
Use or !w!. ntail guestiormaire. The ma:ll questionnaire 
irs widely used ea a method of data collaet1on in ,survey 
work.. Asbortcoming or the mail qu.e~rtionnalre is the high 
proportion or non-response. The response of this qu1l!stion-
na1re was s,eventy-two p;troent tn phase one, end fifty-one 
JH~rcent 1n ph,nse two of' the study.. Although th~r& are 
oth·:::r disadvantages to t.be use or :& me11 questionnaire, 
this should not constitute a greet ractor in this study 
The qm,stionn~i:re e1.tn bg. most fruitfully 
ua:~d :ror• h.1ghly s.;1laet respondents with a strong 
int,·r::st. in th"" subJt!Ct mi·tt,:i:ir, greatsr gdueation., 
~nd soeioeeonomic st~tus.c5 
Thft purpose or this study is th:;~ 1dent1ficat1on of 
m~th1Hn~tics so th~t M1saour1 a.3oondery school teachers 
Th,~ naed for the study was velidated with reference to 
l.ocal conditions end the refer.ianee to s~verel impor·1.,.;:.,:~·s 
nat1on&l orgenizat1ons of th;;? urgency that teachers, with 
inedequat,1- background f:Utp1Jriences, b11 "1dequately prepa1 .. ad 
to teach a modern sequence. The &ba,anee of recommi.;1nded 
oon.t~nt t:.:ipics, with resp:?ct to local conditions and the 
v~rioua viewpoints of" methemetic&l :~dueetors,. point@d out 
th:'l d.esir&bility of th:1 study. Attention was given to 
th·~ procedure end th@ limitations with r:t,sp,~ct to this 
t'rt1fft"'Work within whieb th~ 1nv~st1get.1on. was made. 
15 
25w" J. Good,e -9nd P. K. H~tt, M~thods S:1.. Social Res~arch., 
( N·1W York, 1952) y p. 182 ~ 
The study now pr'Oceeds with a,:-1.getion of criteria and 
Just1fio~tion for sel~etlon in Chapter II. Che,pte:r III 
cont11ins t'I det~ils,d rm~lysis .of' the four-yeer programl! es 
1s .-,x,ist~nt in e sp?ei rte lcxu:1lity, to s'?rVe- es ~ basis for 
th" f1rth-y~8r eoursf1li •. ChaptGr IV eontains th~ date 
r~gflrding thee self}Ct!ori or eont,:.:nt toples as well :es 
Ju.at1fieat1on for aeleeticm of content topl:cs.. Ch.ept~Jr 
V g1vr.es th~ eonclus1ons end recommendations. 
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T.HE CRITERIA FOR SELECi1ING CONT.ENT TOPICS 
lritrc..>duc ti on 
In order to arrive at an ana lysia of the thinking of the 
1natheruat1os coinmunit:y in regards to the pr,oblem of select:lon 
of cr.1 teria, the writer surveyed issues cif' those periodicals 
which report on the subject mat;ter, teaching of mathematics,, 
experimental :g:n~ogrmns and curricular proposals. Although a 
great deal of information v1as gleaned from this literature, 
only the discussions pe:r•tinent to the aelec·ted criteria will 
be noted. 
l:n this chapter· there are the pr·e11minary selection of a 
set of' c:r.>iteria, the justifica'tio:n for this p:r-el.imi.nary selee-
tlon, the selectio:n of a valid set of cr1t~ria according to 
the opi:n.ions of mathematical educator•s, and iJ c.Uscuss1on of' 
this validated set or criteria. 
Preliminary Selection and Justificilticm 
fo.r Selection of Criteria 
The preliminary selected ct•iteria are in three groups o:t 
criteria,. The f:l.:rctst nine selected t1.re concerned wl.th the con~ 
tributio.ns that a content topic should make to develop an 
e:rf'ective teacher of modern secondary school mathematics. 
17 
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The next two criteria are related to the previous mathe-
matics prepa:rat.ion of the student and the sequential nature 
of mathematies. ~e f'inal criterion is cone em.ed with 
structuring the fif'th-year to provid.e continuity with the 
traditional four-year program. The statements or criteria 
will be constructed w1 th respect to the three groups. 
From the preliminary analysis or the opinions of the 
mathramatical community, a mathematical topic that is in-
cluded in the fifth ... year or a program designed for Missouri 
secondary· school methematies teachers should: 
1.. Contribute to the understanding of .secondary sehool 
mathematics charaet·eristie or the present and future. 
2. Contribute to depth and breadth of preparation beyond 
the mathematics or the secondary school and four year college. 
3. Contribute to the development of the :ability to further 
the appreciation or the 'bro$d interrelationship of the 
secondary school m~l'thematies with .a general scheme or the 
unity of thought • 
4.. Contribute to relating mathematics to other f1e1ds of 
knowledge. 
5,. Contri.bute. to the application of mathematics to other 
tielda ot knowledge .. 
6.. Contribute to the development or the ability to iearn 
new mathematics by self-instruction. 
1. '• Contribute ·to the d.evelopment of the ability to apply 
f 
high standards of r>roof to a variety of mathematical problems .. 
8.. Contribute to the development of the ability to create 
minor matheRtlJtieal research and problem-solving .. 
di ficulty. 
11 Contribut to 
points out that:: 
Any c OPJm:mts -upon the? geom::try which 
teachers should study must be bas·'.ld upon some 
tn;s.un.rptions r1;;;gerding th1.~ point of vis,w tnd 
th,? eovtants Of the geOtll(ttry that th3y Will 
tesch ~ .;., 
Ono of' the criterir1 listed by Kinn:: lla, in reg8rds to 
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uph, ld by discuss ioris of Th:0 Ccnmtiss ion on Math-
.. , 
m::,t.ics c)!' the Colli·g·':: Ent;rrnclJ Examin.atlm1 Bo.ercl,, 5 tb:2 Panel 
6 
CJ. J. Kl 
m~tlcs T0:;1r:ch;n•s, 
~ 
11£:. nP·r,2o~rf:tion in M,':'th~m8tics of' Mathe-
MtJth::matlcs Tr1acher, Lir:i: ( 1960), ~:c.8. 
.,Coll··:ge E:rrt.rcT,<Ji:i .Ex~mlnftlon no~rd, Comm:tsaion on 
thcrn1etics, Th:: Edu~~tion ot _;3 .... ·::::_c_G:_•n_d_a_:.:r .... ·~ .... ,. School Methemt)tics 
"11,:::.::)eh,:::,.ra, PP~ 1~·2. 
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on Teacher• Training of the Math::;,raatical .Association of America 
Committ,2e on the Undergraduate Program, 4 and individual educ a-
tors. who have presented their Vi;;.'WS on teacher c~ducation. 
Justificetion for .tb.2.. s2lcction of £1?.iterion number two. 
Basic ,co the selection oF' .;:;;ny criterion is tha fundamdntal 
objectives of tho institution of higher lserning of which a 
giv~n progrBm is e pert. The stated fundamental objactives 
or the coll,:~ge of intar•c:st is thet the fifth-yaar of study 
11 should be broed, thorough, and based upon g,2nuinG scholar-
ship. r,5 A further clar·if'ication is th3 statement that the 
mathematics tHtWher 11must h8V\? depth and breadth of under-
n6 
standing of that which he wishes to teach.. Professional 
organi2ations and individuals also have stressed the necessity 
of the selection of this criterion. 
Justification for the selection of criterion number 
three. The college of int,2rc~st in this study asserts., in 
its stat :::mont or th<:? fundam2ntal ob jec ti ves of the c allege, 
that thG sGcondary school mathematics teacher needs !Ian 
appreciation of the broad interrelationships of that which 
he teac h,9s with a general schGmG of the unity of thought. 11 '7 
4Mathem~tical Association of America, Committee on the 
Undergreduat, Program_. pp. 3-6. 
5Bulletin of North 0 ast Missouri State Teachers College, 
Kirksvill::, Missouri (1960-1962)~ p. 6. 
6rbicL 
?'Ibid. 
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rB'm~rka thr,;t in his many Y°:0.Prs of t~aching th::, ri.b<Ne ,:lt~t1--
m.::nta r,;r.s, a crrr,:ct m lL: furtb:?Jr• ati:tr~a: uth£t th(? L1~1rni:ng 
lnrr·o-1,,.d·t-;P.0> ·1"' ~~ lt,41·s·p., ... ,..,,,,A "'·'""""'O·n• n 
.n .. J.i n .,,.,.., ~).V· ;::,. c.i l.i,:.I;, ~· .. · ..... en,;;_. ~l..i 1.1 .. -,.,.1. 'fJ ,· .• 
The recommendations of the Mathe,mat1cal Association of 
Amertea arc~ that th03 seeondsry school t,:~Bcher amust l:H1 .ab13 
to conv.~y to our stud,ints a 1:i~w insight into th(: .nature of 
mathamaticel thought ~nd of its role in ou.r culture. 09 This 
1mpll•r!S the selr~et1on of topics that contrlbut·2 to relating 
mj~themet1cs to other• £'1,~lds of knowledge. 
Just:l f"iclltion fS?t. th!~ S91 "'Ct ion 2£. crit:0o1rion numbrt:r. 
rivii. The 1ncre~s·":! in th,, numbi?r or applieettons or mathf:-
8 Ktns lv, p. 29. 
9Mttth:;Jm~tic~l Association or Atnc"Jrica!t Committee on th,.'f 
Underg:r~duact~· Progr~m, p. ·'+. 
Word of new advances spreads by news-
pap,?rs, magazines, public lectures., and tele-
vision. This stimulates the curiosity of 
students who then seek snsw.,u•s to many ques-
tions. Teachers must be pre pared to stimulate 
further the interest in such questions., to 
provide sound answers for them, and to direct 
effective reading at the level or the student's 
bac kgroun-d. The course work taken by the 
teachers should prepare them to keep abreast 
or the new developments which are often highly 
complex., to answer questions about them and 
to direct dlscuss1on of them.IO 
Justificatlon for the selection ·.Qf_ criterion number !11i• 
Since growth is very likely to continue in mathematics .. it 
is impossible to develop breadth of understanding of all 
developed mathematics topics in the short span of one year.11 
It is impossible to pre diet the changes that will occur in 
the topics taught in the secondary school as e result or 
present and future developments in mathematics •12 It than 
bee omes necessary that the teacher be able to learn new 
mathematics without the guidance of a professor. 13 Hence., 
topics studied by the teacher in. the fifth-year should 
contribute to the development of the ability to leam new 
mathematias by self-instruction-
Justif"icatlon for the selection .2f. criterion number 
seven.. Interest in structure and understanding on the 
lOGarrett, p. 288. 
11
.Mathematical Association of America, Committee on 
the Undergraduate Program, p.6 .• 
12And. re Weil, 0 A Half-Centu~ of r~athe.matica, 11 American 
Mathemetieal Monthlz, LVIII (1951), 523-553. 
13Mathematiea1 Asaooiation of America., Committee on 
the Undergraduate Program, p.4 ~ 
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Intuit 
ematioa 
This tmpl 
Po1nc l:ro one.,"? s:::::le~ n, •• it ia by logic ti,;;~ 
prov2, by intuition th~t we discover. To know 
how to cr.1 ticl~k? is good, but t,o !cnow how to 
.ere.at1 ts bf~tt:r. '' His statements hsv.i been 
:1ch':Ji~d by dlsti:nguish.,d. mtth,:3m~~t 111 ;.}113 liko H?dam~rd, Ft:111:x KL.?!1n, and Poly&. ~ 
Cons,?qu~ntly th<, t(J®cher is :tn~dequat,1ly prepered to pass 
on to secondary school students the education th,:tY deserve 
challenged to discovc~r the st.ructure or math\1matice; the 
If th 1 iilstructor bas 
--------
l 
d~<t1elo,rnent :ls lo:st. wh·'1n nthtu:> incH'!ri{}u.al 's r,1"oof's end 
Pr""bl-·,mQ ..,,~,:)} +-·n,... 'l""l·"' ..,..,,,,.ll·"n""''" ~ • .,. "'t· .. d"f:r 16 V - c.:~,· Q', Q J.~\Wl 11:.,:h ..,;. ~· i.,..,; ·...., '---'" ,11,~{,.1' ~ ~, t·l~ .r_..v ~·t V, ,d' _.,, 
~1ust1f1c~tion for !rut selection .2f. criterion number 
nine. The teacher should be a l,zsder in the classroom. To 
-
b..-J '1 l"!Bde1" this parson must know the background experiences 
~nd the future experiences that may be encountered by th~ 
student.. T'nis requ:Lres thet the tesch:'.:l'r must have abundant 
expe:t•ienc es w1 th e l~mentery and c oll':?ge math~matic a. 
Similar 1n:~goot:n'lts require the secondary 
school t·?.f:\C.h,~r•s gr~sp or methemtit:tcs tr.J exceed 
both th0 l>.?V~l et which h:1 customerily t(,aches 
li!nd th'.f"! l:r,,el ~t Which his tr?ining he9 f're-
a,,nntly ceesed.. It hfls been emply demonstratt:?d 
in num0:roua ~xp~rim·:'>ntrl curricul1111 th~t high 
school students £.!!!l atudy su:ceessf'ully certain 
m~th,':'m~tie Pl m~tS"r1al which 1s now c omnt·only 
postponfod until coll,-.,g~. That many high ::Jcbool 
~tudents !!houl? study som~ of this material 
f.'ollows from our earlii~r discussion of the 
rel"'! or ml!thnm~t!c s in our e.ul ture. Thus .. 
within the naxt decade it ls expected thet 
t'"!~Chara will b~ esk~d to tel.l!ch m~t~rlal which 
m~ny of' our pres';int t.::echt1rs have never studied. 
Th2? t,ae.ch~r's m~st,:,1ry or m&theme.tical ideas 
must su'bst&nt1ally ,Jxceed that represented by 
his text book ir h.z; is to t,'!~eh with & spirit 
of enthusiasm and inquiry which stimulates his 
students to ,exnlore both fundsm~ntel ideas and 
their applications .. 17 
16Ibid. 
17MathemRt1cal Association of America;, Committee on 
the Und~rgrlldu~t·'? Program, p. 5-6. 
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Justifleetion f'or the s~1oct1on of' crtteri.on nuntb,:n:" tan. 
. ------. ,,...,....... - - ~
Douglf!s discussed th~ p;etterns end requirements or graduate 
study r.or tJH educ~tion of t,~sehers. l8 Ifa pointed out that 
th1' grsdu~te progr~m should be built f"irst upon the previous 
:?due et ion and experiences or the individual. 
Thos'1 persons with whom th~ writer bad personal co.nteet 
suggast~d that meny parsons will be enrolled in the :fiftb-
7ser program with 1nsuf'fic1ent ba.ckground or with background 
cours~s that have been taken several years prior to their 
~nrollm~nt., Th~refore, it 1s wise to choose material that 
will b(~ of eppropr.iat& dif'fleulty. Tba program must start 
from the bee kground exp&r1,;;nces of' the teachers 1n the eree. 
Th~n1 lt must develop these teacher's mathemetieal maturity 
es far as possible in the time sllottad. 
Just1f'icst1on ror the aeleetlon of critarlon numb2r 
.................................. __ .......... ........... ....... ----- ----
,elev"'.l:n. Because or th,:i:? s,~uont1el :nature ,of matbemet1cs, 
it beaOU'R:S esaenti~l to ir.ielude topics that are essential 
to the development or other t-opies.. For extmpl~, the engimier 
would seldom solve e qumdratic equation by completion or 
th,~ squere m~thod,; howev&r, the study of this mathod is 
'':SSent1,el to th,e understsnd!ng or the quedret1c formule--in 
ract it is the b~sis r·or tbe quadratic formule. One could 
ve.ry well hevs a student who excels in grinding out solut:!ons 
for tha qu&dretic equation but who h&s no understanding or 
lBa. R .. Douglssfi 0 Graduate Instruction in Institutions 
of Highe:r E. duestion, ' North Central Association Quarterl:v, 
XVII ( 194 3) ,, 257-285 .. 
the quadratic equ~tion.. Ther1f'ore, thire may b.a certa1n 
topics that should be studiGd f'o1~ understlmd1ng of' other 
essential topics. 
Jus.tification for tin, sel~~ction or eriter1on number 
. _,,..... .----. ____.. ----- ....................... 
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twelv~.. Th?~ t'i.fth-ytrer program must bo ple.nned with the 
tour-year p1,.ogrem taken into consideration.. '!bis v1,.,w is 
BXpreas,:ed by the Commission on Math,imat1cs of the College 
Entrance Examination Board •19 Mention s1>ec if1eally is made 
by Jones. He says: 
Undergreduat,~ and graduate programs must 
be planned with each other in mind. That ls, 
the undergr&dueto student should be carried 
far enough so that he may continue with some 
gradueta study in matb:ematies .. At the seme-
t1mi?, graduate programs should begin st a 
leval such th2t ~ well-prep2red teaeher m:ey 
oontinur1 with som,:: m&th-Jmeties at th:J graduat,E> 
l<c!Vnl, :md grBdu~te of'f\iring.s should tlways 
be plPnned to offer :a v~ri,~d sequence of 
c ouraes RDprop::ri.!-t,'.:;' f'or tlH!! s ::a ond~ry school 
t,,P.eher. t:,o 
Str,tcment Reg~rding th~~ Pr3limin!fry S1alaction of Cr1 teri& 
MC?ntion should be mede ot the discriminatory character., 
independence, and con1pl~ti::n.;2ss of' this .set of' criteria.. The 
d1$erimin~tocy chareeter is dlscusa:xd with regard to the 
valid!t<.~d set or crit11r1& that will be used ln selecting 
content m&terial.. Completem:?ss wes diseuased on pagt=:t fourteen .. 
19 · Collf:::g;; Entrance Examination Board, Commission on 
Matbemeties_. The Education of Secondary Sebool, M&themsties 
Teachers, pp .. 12-lJ .. 
20p. S- Jon3s, "Recent Res~arch in Mathematics: Impli-
cations f'or 'l'.~acher Edooation, 11 Americ~m Math·.;matical Monthly, 
LXVII ( 1960) ,, 289 • 
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It is to b~ not,gd th~t th~ preliminary set of criteria is 
not independt.?nt, in th'.= se.nse or mutual exclusiveness, and, 
hG>nee, the; r1nal s~l,:retion will not nS?cessarily be independent. 
SeL~etion of' ~ Set of C.riterls to b:1 une<l 
In order to obt~in es va11d a :l,t o.f criteria as possi-
bl~ a pan~l ·:')r twenty-f'1va math;:;:matleal r]dueators was chosen. 
Tho edueatoi--s who were selected es panc;'lists ware asked to 
rtSspond to th:; statements of th:.1 preliminary cr1ter1a. The 
s.tst,~ments wer,3 errangl'.?d so that the penelists could give 
one of· four op1n:tons regarding P< critGrlon. 
The re.sponse of these panelists was vary grati.fying 
s inc~ ,e1.ght~en r0turn<3d c:orr,!?otly mark-Z!d rsspons,.?a. The 
f.'o1low1ng p.3rsons m~y ba identif'ir!d with r":'spons 1 s to the 
Phillip S .. Jon·c?s 
Univ0r~1ty of Michigtn 
H. P. F~wcett 
Ohio St~t1 Univ.~rs1ty 
IL T. Karn?s 
Lo.td.s.1;.in$ St.et,::: Un.1 v·~rs 1 ty 
B. W. Jon·':?S 
University or Colorado 
Henry Van Engen 
Un1v'2rs1ty of Wisconsin 
J ~ Houston Benks 
George Peabody Collage ror •reaehers 
p. Lynwood Wren 
Si!"n Fernando (California) Velley· Stete Coll:age 
Gilbert Ulmer 
University of Kansas 
Clifford Bell 
Uui•..rersity or California at Los P,ngeles 
John J. Kemeny 
nartmouth College 
Stanley J. Bezuszka, S. J. 
Bos ton C o11e 
H. M. Gelder 
Westenm Wash:tngton Collr1ge of Educ at ion 
H. c. Trimble 
Iowa State Teachers College 
H. C. Parrtsh 
North Texas State College 
One of the replies specif'ically eslced not to be ident if:led. 
The other ten panelist&3, four of whom returned corx>eetly 
marked rea pons es, are : 
E.G. Begle 
Yale Univ1~rsity 
H. M. C()X 
Univers.tty or Nebraska 
.J .. c. Eaves 
Unlvers1 ty of Kentucky 
P .. D. Edwards 
Ba 11 ( Indlana) State 
W. H. Hausdoerffer 
Trsnton ( New Jersey) State College 
N. H. Mewaldt 
Northern (South Dakota) Teachers College 
L * A. Ri r.genbe rg 
Eastern Illino:'Ls Uni.w1rs:t ty 
W .. J. Thomsen 
1'i1Emkato (Mirmesote) Stat~ College 
Edith F .. Whitmer 
Henderson (Arkansas) State College 
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C. K. Wilson 
Eastern New Mexico University 
.A copy of thr~ letter and questionnaire sent to each 
panelist is given in Appendix A. 
The opinion rei:1ponses of the panelists are presented 
with respect to the weighted response index. Column two 
(marked CrJ) gives the number of the criterion as presented 
on pages eighteen and nineteen. Column four (marked RO) 
C 
gives the rank order with respect to the coefficient or 
agreement. Column f'ive (marltEicl c1) gives thn coefficient 
of &g1"een1ent. Columns six., seven., eight and nine (marked 
C~P TrP Td, and Cd) glve the number of panc:::llats marking 
columns one,, two, three, and four resp2ctively" on the 
qur3'stionnatre. Column ten (marl{ed n) inc1icates the total 
number of pBnellsts indicating an opinlon on a criterion. 
Column eleven (marked d) g:tves thC: to'cel of' columns eight 
and nine. Column twelve {marked x2 ) gives the chi-square 
values for the coc:;fficient of agreement. Column thirteen 
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( mer•k0::d m) gives the degrees of f're,~dom for the chi-square 
values. Column fourteen ( marked P) indicstes the approximate 
confidence intervai.21 
21Kendall, p. 41+6. 
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A further- analysis cyf' the 1•espons,es is given in Table II. 
ing toward agreement or complet1~ agreement,. Symbols for Tabli .. ~ 
II are s:i.m21ar to those used in Table I. In Table II the n* 
TABLE II 
C 
·e P.A~IID*m WITH d 
~.,,, . .,.,.~,--... ,.-
C ,,-; fii't '-'"? "" CM "'a l < \jd d n* xc:. p A a t1 
9 1~00 17 A \) 0 0 17 19.48 1 .. 2 99 
1 1 .. 00 1r ~.,,J 0 Q <) 16 18. ~·,T lu2 99 
,,,. 
t:i .. 75 15 1 0 1 16 14 .. 90 1.2 99 
2 .69 1-':?I 1 0 l r.,, Q ,,..,,, 1 ~ ~} 98 -c J Q.'.J.) 
10 ~ 1i11, 11 1 1 2 r~ ,~ 7.Jr? 1 .. :; 95 
-, 
.. 3~, 9 2 0 2 11 5.58 l ·.~ 95 ,._,, 
12 .3lt, 9 1 1 2 11 5.~58 1 '') .~... 95 
4 .29 8 2 0 2 10 4.66 1.it 95 
""' .,29 8 2 0 2 10 4 .. 66 1 .. 4 95 l 
8 .. 07 7 .. ~ 0 ~ 10 2~16 1~4 75 
-' ~ 
5 ~ ~ 0 l 6 l r; 1. .., 78 ::, .!. 1L3o I 
11 ~18 9 2 ., :-1 12 3,,72 l .. 3 90 J, J 
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It may be seen f'rom the data presented tha.t criteria 
regarding the :applicetion of math<~matics to other fi,alds or· 
knowledge ( number fiva), th(? ability to create minor mathe-
matical research and problem-solving (number eight), and 
the inclusion of a topic as a prerequisite topic {number 
eleven} should not be considered valid criteria. Table II 
indicates the values or P fell below the standard (ninety-
five percent) acceptance level f"or these criteria. Although 
the values of P in Table I are above the acceptance level, 
the weighted response index indicates the trend is toward 
agreement ·(Ta) but not to complete agreement (c8 ). 
Discriminatory Character or the Set of Cr1teris 
A criterion is redundant if it discriminstes vacuously .. 
Eaeh selected cri tsr1on will 'ba shown to discriminate at 
least one content topic es to exclusion for tha proposed 
program in this portion of the study .. The discrimination as 
to inclusion of at least one topic will be noted in the 
section of the study devoted to the choice or content topics. 
Number one. Fundamental addition of natural numbers. is 
-----·-
normally studied in elementary school. This topic carte.inly 
would not oontribute to understanding or secondary sch.ool 
mathematics ehaNcteristic of the future since this topic 
should. be thoroughly understood be·fore the student enters 
secondary school. 
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Number two. Any top.le studied prior to secondary school 
u111 not contribute to depth and breadth or pri3paration beyond 
the mathematics 'Jr the saeondary school and .rour-year college •. 
Number three.. Study of the reduction of Het'*mitisn 
matrices does not contribute to the developm3nt or the ability 
to further the appreelation of' the broad interrelationship or 
the secondary school mathematics with a general scheme or the 
unity of thought. 
Number~. A study of Peano curves would not contribute 
to rel.sting mathematics to other fields of knowledge .. 
Number ill.• Topics that are computational in nature es 
e method of finding the area under a portion of a normal 
curve do not contribute to the development or the ability 
to learn new mathematics by self-instruction. 
Number seven. Topics of a computational nature such as 
the procedure r-or e,aleulatlng the standard deviation of a 
normal distribution do not contribute to the development of' 
the ability to apply high standards of proof to a variety of 
mathematical problems. 
Mumber nine. Generalized covariant differentiation is 
normally studied in advanced differential geometry courses. 
Therefore, this topic would not contr1btJte t<.> an understand-
ing or mathematical topics taught on the elementary or college 
level .. 
Mumb::?r ten. A selected topic must be of appropriate 
----
diff'iculty. This was pointed out to the writer in an inter-
view with Professor Paul Rosenbloom of the University of 
Minnesota. .For example a study of Finsler spaces would not 
be or appropriate difficulty and hence would not satisfy the 
criterion tb.et a selected topic should be of appropriate 
di.ff'iculty. 
Number twelve. Many mathematical topies do not easily 
correlate with the preparation or the four year methematlcs 
program of a given institution. Certainly a discussion of 
the tundemental theorem of algebra using complex variables 
would not correlate easily with the preparation of the 
student who bas had no undergraduate preparation in complex 
var.iables. 
Summery 
A pre11mi.nery selection and Justification f'or this 
selection of a set of criteria has been made in this chapter. 
From an ana-lysis of the responses of a panel of educators 
there was an omission or three criteria from the preliminary 
selection. This omission was baaed on the coefficient or 
agreement as defined by Kendall. 
The set of criteria that will be used 1n the selection 
of content topics will be dee1gnated as the validated set 
·or criteria. This set of criteria is diser·iminatory in that 
a mathematical topic that is included in the fifth-year 
should be 1n the union of the e lass of mathematieal topics · 
that: 
l. Contribute to an understanding of secondary school math-e-
metic eb~rtteter1stic of the present snd f'u.ture. 
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2.. Contribute to depth t:md breadth of prepermt.ion beyond the 
mathematics or the s~c ondary school and four year c oll~ge •. 
3. Contribute to the developm.?nt or th<2 abil1 ty to further 
the? apprec i~t1on of the broad interrelsti.onship of the 
seeoncery school mathometics w1 th the general schamt1 of the 
unity or thought. 
4. Contribu.tcJ to relating math,:!metics to othc:11"' fields of 
knowladg,~ Q 
5. Contr1.butc to th::- dev,"'Ilopm'"'.mt or th,~ ~bility to L~arn new 
mrttham1>tics by sr~l f'-instruc tion, 
6. Contribut;J to tha dev;:~lopmsnt or th~? ebillty t,) r,pply 
high at::,nd::;-rds of proof to r: Vf':riety of mathemiRtical problems ... 
7. Contributr: to fln understrmding of: mathematic.al topics 
tr-ught on th:': elem::ntrry or c.olleg:;: l?Vel. 
8. Contribut?. to th,'! davalopm.,mt of mat::r1a1 of 8ppropr1ets 
d:i. ff1.culty. 
9. Contribute to thie' correlation with the preparation of the 
four-y1:HH" mBth;tmatics education program. 
It was shown that J?aeh criterion of this s~t of criteria 
did not discriminate vacuously with respt~ct. to exclusion of 
m:::them:atic~l topics. Also a discussion was made with respect 
to independence and oomplatenoss and in this discussion it 
was not,id thvt the chos~n s,at or- criteria was not Independent 
or complete .. 
CH.l\ PTER II I 
THE FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL 
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS IN MISSOURI 
Introduction 
In order to apply effeotively the cr1.ter1on of' selection 
of' methemat1cal topics of eppropriate difficulty and because 
or th·2; sequential nature of math-emetics, it becomes necessary 
to discuss the four-ye.er plBn whereby one mey choose topics 
f"or th:? t:'1 f'th-y~~r. Whl 1+1 many pros p,ic ti ve students may 
,~nroll ror the r1 fth-ye~r with l,:?as then the m1nlmum require-
m,.,nts r·or fl m~Jor in m~themr,tics Bt the collt?ge of interest 
in this study, 1 t is ess.anti'l!l th~t l!Jll students mai-:,1 up sny 
de 1'.'ie 1.,nei~a b:~ rore entr~ri:ng the t"1f'th-Yt'38r program. Content 
topics will b~ chosim with th;e t,ssumpt1o.n that th,£? esaumed 
four-y-eer progr&m minimum requirements :l.n mathemstics b'.l a 
Coll·:1ts,~ Alg,~bra.. A three scemester hour course in 
college algebra will be studied. in the freshman or sophomore 
y,18r. The topics ~tudl·ed are:; 
The thi:ory of quadratic equations., complgx 
numb:srs .• progr,:~1s1cH:"'lS I ckit,~rmin~ntr.;, p,rrtial 
'"'rsc tionr:1, .~tc .. ·. · 
will constitute the requlrertk1trt in elementary analysis.. This 
thf: Gommi ttoe on thfc1 Undergraduate 
as foll.ows: 
Anr-1~rt1c gr.~om:::t1::-~ !:.lli1 oelculus ( 3 cours2-
sequ,,:nce 1. Appl'cn~:tmet,~ly on.::,-th1rd the sequence 
should be ch::voted t,1 cn1clytic geatrkitry, teught 
·?1th<r ln C(,1-ordint!'.'tion with e81culus or ~ftc:::r 
th, crlculUtJ sf,qus:m<.H?. This ahr,uld include thJ 
c inr-te plPtl: y ftm.et:itms, pvl~r coord.:inste:s, 
thH ~1ge;bra tktacrlption or subs 1ts of th,r': 
p1Fnr;i-r,~1~t-}d s,;;luttons c,f' i~~qur,t:ton,s-fl1d 
'."·<e'·l"""'''"'t"".1' c, ""lly· r;,a if-""" ,,.,r,,-,u.~, "' . "'Ur',.. t: --j·. "'TI :c.Jt-·,.io.- t".-·L-1·._ •. s...,.,,,., ~.l!, ·- · · ·,'i.1 \,tla:- .. · .i.. <:-~'1,~D'··"' ~ t . .;v -,,.·'Y' .· I 
chr,ngft of' ,~oordinetc~s ~nd brlfif trc::stm,nt of 
o onic s+lct:lons. 
The S'.0Qu~mc2 should Eilso ~;iv,~ a thc,rough 
t;r,;,aat.tn,:H1i; of thrJ c~lculus tor functions :it'' one 
Vt?l:r:lmbl,,,, with str1IJ3S on tha bas le ideas., but 
with sdequa Btt,:intinn t:eJ mt:mipuleitiV,z,: skills. 
The e our-se should i.ntrodu.ce di fferentiatlon, 
ints,g1.,,aticm, th: r~ti~rH31, trlgonom,?tri.c, and 
·:?Xponentl~l functions, as well as e br:ter 
1Bullr~tin North'°sst Missouri Stat~; 'l\?achers ColL~ge, 
Vol. LX, p. 171 .. 
tre~tm~nt of a::;rL'::s rnd~aom2 w~ry (.?lement~ry 
di c'f,·0r1:mt.:t::-1 .:quations." 
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Coll':"'ge geom::try. Thse t~ro end one-helf setn<;St·.-r hour 
eottrs-1 in eolL•g'.; ge-a.'ni:;t:ry is t~ptly descr1b,;;d as traditional. 
1'hJ trt:ditional Bndi from many points of 
vL\?W I misnamed course in -eoll1?g1:: gf:;Omr.?tcy 
$Xt,::-nds skills in constructions and 4el~t:ionships 
among trtiditi onal g,~omcitric f'igures .. 
Electives. In addition to tb~ required cours~s de-
scrib·:f.!d, an additl.on!ll seven and On8 .. half s.~m3ster hours 
of course work ( F.ts indicated nn pE!ge eight) in. msthemat1cs 
must be complet,~,d. These elect:Lvas are to t.H;1 sel2c ted 
with the lulp of vn tHSvisa·r. Studies by Kohl·enb1c?rg indicate 
that e mejority or th,.c:, students heve aompl,::teo their mF-thi?-
Pnd te~ohing of ~r:i thmztic p,s fiva. s:1mf::ster hours nf' this 
.,,...,.J'.'tu·1 rom"""t: 5 J,.·.·-""f -<..c... - ~ _.,.t,~ ....... 
":( 
... nReco:mmendatione of' th~ NtithemEtic<}l Association of 
Amt~riea f'or• th2: Training of Teaeh.1rs of' f.'!ath,3-matics, n p. 990. 
4 Mosorv.a, p .. 909. 
5Kirtr..sv1llri D~lly Express i March 21, 1959, p .. 6. 
2, Arie,lyt:lc geom·1try- :md celculus (t,in semt?St:1r hours). 
3, Coll~,ge geom!'.!try ( two and one-half semi:Hlt?r hours)~ 
4. E.l2etlv~s (seven and onr:l'-ht:ilf' S'::meat,tr hours). 
Introduc:tlcm 
This chapter is concerned w1th selection of subJect 
statistics, ~nd geometry tor the fif'th-year of' preparation 
of sei::ondary seh<:i01 mathematics teachers in Missour1. The 
initial selection of topical content f'or proposed courses 
has been based on thJ? select.ed set of criteria as listed on 
or suggrrnted content mate.rlel rrom the Math(amatical Aasociati.on 
1n the field of matheme-tles education in the selection of 
topies. JU though the Commission on Mathematica of the 
College Entrance Examination Board hi9s not specifically recom-
mended topical c,cm:-ti'?nt material for eduest1on of' modern sec:-
top1cs suggested by Lorch, Meserve, and Walter will reflect 
th~ Comm1as1on 's recommendations •1 
lA. E. Meder,. Jr., ''The Education of t1+lathematica Teachers: 
Intro-dl.t;et:ton, 11 American Mathematical Monthly, LXVI (1959),, 805 .. 
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Cotwaes in Algebra 
Imm3diately after thtJ 1ist1ng of initially aelected 
toptes the num.bJ!r ( as 11at-'.;!d 011 pages thirty-four .and thirty-
f'lt!Z!) of th-:') crit:erion that tho particular aelected topic does 
not astiai'y will br,? listed in parenthases.. If a particular 
topic satiafVis all cr.l terla th.a symbol fl will be noted in 
th:~ parenthJaes ~ Sources suggesting the parti~ular content 
topic will be notad next as follows: Lorcn, 2 L; K1noella,J 
t.• • 1\11 {.._ . 4 1\i'f •;r ·-11 5 t'' ti 'I II • t , f t· h t\ r::I l\.X; vst:h,OY, , •• ; A.e y,. n.e; r,mar.s..ean .,~ssocia ion or - e .t-'.u-
vaneem'9nt or Science,6 AA.AS; Mathem&tlcal Ass0<:iation of 
Americe,7 MAA; National Science Fou..11dation Institutes,8 
NSF.; and MSF notations whertj sp<?eific credit is given. 
21,1 .. R .. Lorch, ttThe Education of Mathematlcs 'l'eachers: 
t.lgebra, 1r i1meriean r~lath;Z\matical Monthly., L:XVI (1959), 806-808. 
""'" 3KimJella, p ... 31 .. 
4N .. H .. McCoy, Introduction ~g I<iodern Ple,.z~b1~<.1 (Boston, 
1960), pp. l-299-
5J. L. Kelley, Introduction i.9.. Modern Al~l;}bra ( Princeton, 
1960), PPQ 1-332. 
6oarrett, p .. 288 .. 
7Ml:themnt1cel 1-'ssociation of" fuoor1co, Committee on tha 
Undergraduate Program:, p. 990. 
8Minut'.'ls of the Regional Conference of Directors and 
L<:H::turers ror NSF 1960 Summer !nsti tut en for Teach..ars ot High 
Schoo} l•1athemat:tcs.. Chi~ago., Iir;r:tl 9-10; w,:vshlngton, ,April 
8-9; .1&n Francisco, April 8-9; ~t .. Louis, May 6-7; tm.a flew 
York, Aprll 29-30.,. 1960. 
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of the fif.~ld of r&tionel numbers. (fl); L; 
KJ; M; Ke; AAAS .; MA.A; NSF. 
2. Def':tnitio:n and some prop,,:rrties of' groups. (fl}; L; Ki; M; 
Ke ; AAAS ;. MAA : NSF. 
3. Algebraic operations on matrices . ( ¢); AP.AS; M; N.SF. 
4. Detr:1:rmlnants ~ ( !f); L; M AAAS; Ke; NSF. 
5. Lin~ar trans.formations. (¢); MAA; L; M; AAAS; Ke; NSF. 
6. Inverse of a matrix. ( ¢); MA.A; L; M; AA.AS; Ke; NSF' .. 
'"(. Sets and sentences .. (,1}; L; Ki; M; Ke; NSF. 
8. Equivalence relations end equivalence classes. ( ¢h .M; 
Ke; NSF. 
9. Isomorphisms. ( ~); MAA; M; Ke; NSF. 
10. Defin:ttion snd s.ome propart1,;;'S of :a f'ield. (~); MA.A; L; 
(fl); L; K1; M; Ke; NSF. 
l • Moduler number syst :?tms. (~) ;, L; M; Ke; NSF. 
14. :rnund:fiimerrtal th·::or'?m of' ~r1 thm{,tic and ep·p-. lications. ( rl). : 
.1.• •' - 'jtl· •. 
M:~ NflF. 
15. rmut3tion groups. {¢); MA.A: L; M; Ki; AAAS; NSF. 
16. Special ma.trices, zero, identity, nilpot:.)nt,. id.:rn1pot,ant. 
17. Derinit1on and some properties of an integral domain. 
18. Mathematical 1:ndu.ation. (ft); M; Ke; NSF. 
19.. D1v1so:Mt and tbe division algorithm tor integers .. 
(p') _; M; :NSF. 
20. Different bases for th.a rn:mber sys tam. (fl}; L; M; 
-(n), unA,, u. AA.AS• u-=• 
. ~ ~ ~. ~. . .. , ~, 
22.. Solutions of systr:nns of lin~ar equations. (fl); .MAA; 
M;. AAA$; Ke; NSF. 
,"',·::_, 
-C._>• 
24. I>ef'inlt:1.on a.nd some prope1•t1es of" a ring.. (¢); MAA; I..; 
M; A.AAS; Ke; N3F .. 
25.. Geom.e-tric representation and trigonometric f"orn1 of com-
plex numbel"'s.. (ft}; 14; Ke; IiS,F. 
26. The n nt-th roots ot a complex number. ($1); M,; K; NSF., 
21.. 3ubg1;toups.. (fl); MAA;' L; M; AAA$; Ke; NSF. 
28. Ordered integral dom&ins.. (ft); M; »SF. 
29 .. Construction of the integers: from the natural numbers .. 
(ft); M; Ke; NSF {W. R •. Scott, University of Kansas) .. 
30. Boolesn elgeb:ra as a model of propositional logic. (fl); 
L; Ke. 
31., Polynomial rings.. (~); MA.A; L;. M; IA.AS; NSF. 
32. D1v1sop!f and the division algorithm for polynomial.a. 
(fl); M; ISP .. 
33.. v~ctors and enelytio geometry of space. (ft); MU; M; 
AAAS; Ke; NSF ... 
34.. Soma p-ropertie~ of real nunibers.. (ft); Ki; M; NSF. 
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-::5 .. Un1qu," f~ctorizntion in Ff:zJ. (fl): M; N..~F(Univers1ty 
or Illinois). 
·,6. 
::.'7 
·- I ~ 
Coord1net~ syst:~me in spece. (9'); A.AAS; Ke; NSF. 
Bases end dim'3ns1on o'C v:ictor sp~ces. (,); MAA; M; 
AAAS; Ke; NSF .. 
38. Subspaces of vector speces.. ( '1); M; AAAS; Ke; NSF. 
39. Arithmetic ofcardinels. (!J'); L; Ki. 
40. P&rt1al fractions. (¢); M; NSF. 
41., Cyclic groups. (ft); M. 
-42. Cosets and Lagrang~1 's thr~orem.. (¢); M~ 
43. Well-ordering principle. (9') _; M; Ke .. 
44. Quotit?nt fie:ld of an integr2tl domain. (¢); M; NSF .. 
45. Homomorphisms or a group. (9'); M~ 
46, Pe:?no postulates. {JI); M; NSF •. 
47. Ce,uehy sequ~nces. ({1}: NSF(W. R. Scott., University 
or Krms;;.s) . 
48. Quot1?.;>nt groups. (jt); NS.F. 
49. Construction of th, ref''l num.b:1 .. s using C:auchy sequences. 
( ~) - NSF(W. R. Scott, Uni v,?rsi ty or Kims~;,s). 
SO. Quarternions. (yf); K,1 . 
The opinions, of th·2 panelists, regarding the S,:)leoted 
e:ontt~nt topics are pr:ssent~d 1n Table III. Column one~ marked 
CTN~ 1nd1c~tes the content topic .number tis listed sb .. w~ .. 
Oth·a1r column designa.tions are :1.dentlcal with thc'ISe given in 
Table I. 
TABLE III 
PA.NELI.STS RESPONSES TO CONTENT TOPICS IN ALGEBRA 
CTN CA d n x2 m p 
l 1.000 0 16 18.37 1.2 99 
2 1.000 0 16 18.37 1.2 99 
3 1.00Q 0 15 17.40 1.2 99 
4 1 .. 000 0 15 17«40 1.2 99 
5 1 .. 000 0 15 17.40 1.2 99 
6 141;00 0 15 17.11.0 1 .. 2 99 
1 0.750 l 16 14.08 1.2 99 
8 0.750 l 16 14.08 1.2 99 
9 O.~ 750 1 16 14.08 1.2 99 
10 0 .. 750 1 16 14.08 1 .. 2 99 
11 0.750 1 16 14.08 1 .. ?. 99 
12 0,750 1 16 14~08 1.2 99 
1~: 0 5·:n 
•JI •• :·; '} -~? 16 10, 'i,7 1.2 99 
14 0.516 1 :rs 13.09 1.2 99 
15 0.516 1 15 13.09 1.2 99 
16 0.516 l 15 lJ.09 l.2 99 
17 0.350 .... 16 . 7 .22 1.2 95 '1 ... -;;, 
18 0 .. 350 ,~~ 16 7.22 1.2 95 .. • 
19 0.317 2 15 9.40 1~2 98 
20 0.317 2 15 9.40 1.2 98 
21 0.317 2 15 9 .. 40 1~2 98 
22 0.317 2 15 9*40 1 .. 2 '98 
23 0.314 ... 15 6. 32 l.c2 95 ,) 
4 2. O.Jl4 3 15 6~32 1.2 95 
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TABLE III (Continu,1;d) 
CTN Cp, d n x2 m p 
25 0.314 ? 
""'' 
15 6 .. 32 1.2 95 
26 o. 314 -~ 15 6.32 1 .. 2 95 ..., 
21 0 .. :.0.14 -:.: 15 6.32 1.2 95 .., 
--· 
28 0 .. 200 4 16 4.65 1 .. 2 95 
29 0.200 4 16 4 .. 65 1.2 95 
30 0.162 4 15 3.86 1~2 90 
31 0.162 4 15 ., 86 .J. 1.2 90 
32 0.162 4 15 ::i 86 .;)• . 1.2 90 
33 0 .. 162 4 15 3.86 l.2 90 
34 0.104 4 1~ 2 •. 31 1.2· 80 
15 0.047 5 15 2.01 1~2 80 
36 o.0-47 5 15 2.01 1.2 80 
·• '1 0,·047 5 15 ?.01 1 e'l, ... ~ 80 
38 0.047 5 15 2.01 1~2 80 
39 -0.028 6 15 0.,78 L.2 50 
40 -0~028 6 15 0.78 1.2 50 
41 -0 .. 0';?8 6 15 0.7s 1.2 so 
-42 -0.0:28 6 15 0.78 1.2 50 
43 -0.050 7 16 0.37 1.2 40 
44 -0~050 7 16 0.57 1.2 40 
45 0 18-::; -- . . . ....}' 7 15 0~17 1.2 30 
46 -0 .. 183 8 15 0~17 1.2 3.0 
47 0.000 6 16 1.22 1.2 70 
48 0.047 5 15 2.01 1.2 80 
49 0.083 5 16 2.65 1.2 85 
50 0. :{14 .,, ) 15 6.32 .1*2 95 
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Tebl.1 III shows thet., in th2 opinion of' th:;; panslists, 
the first twenty-nine suggest,~d content topics should be 
eonllidered as a n.ucleus ror a course in alg'::bra. The 
listing o.f the topics will bii not,~d in th~ next chapter. 
'Topical Cont ~nt for a ( three sem,~ster hour) 
Course i.n Geom;::.itry 
Contsnt topics arJ llat,~d as deacr:HY:d for a course 
1n elg,,,brfl . .Additiontll source suggestions ara made by 
Meserve ,9 and Sherk, lO denot:;d resp0ct1v,1ly by Me and S. 
Th0 preliminary fHl::-ctions of contant topica f'or a 
eours:; in g1om0,try E<re r:s follows: 
l ~ Structure or Bn ~xiomatic sys tam. ( ¢}; Me; S -~ Ki; NSF. 
2. A set of postult:Jt~H'l for g,~om,1try. (>1); M]; S; NSF (G. B. 
All;;mdoerfer, Uni varsity of W&shington). 
:::~ Methods or proor in an axiom&tic syst8m. {s1); Me; S; MSF. 
4. Historic.al discussion -or ~'The El:1ments 11 stressing th~ 
logical shortcomings and th.'? stti3mpts to mak,e th~ syi:rtram1 
more rigorous • ( 3, 5, 6) ; Me ; 3 ; Ki; ?~SF. 
5.. Analysis or secondary school gaometry. (2, 4., 5,, 6); MAJ\; 
NSF. 
6. Non-Euc 11desn geomatriea discu3s;;~d 1n relationship to tha 
postulet 0:<S giv~n in number two. (~); NSF. 
9M,:1S•'?I'Ve, pp. 909-911. 
lOF. A* Sh~rk., An :rntc,~rflt~d Introduction !Q. G~omatry 
(Stillwl.!t~.:t•i 1959)., pp. 1-9 . 
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}.- Axioms or analytic geometry and tbe-lr relationship to 
: the poo t11la tes g1 ven in numb~r two. ( 2); Ma; MM; NSF., 
: R. Introduction t,o proJoot!vs 1ecm11tr)'"• (ft}; Me; .s. 
9. Hiatcry or attempts to prove Euclid's parallel postulate. 
(5:,.6); JiSF. 
10. Rype.rbo11c, geometry.. foinoare mc.del for byperbolla 
geometry .. ($1); Me; S; Ki; AAA$; ~1P. 
11. lntrQ4µo t ion to affine geometry. (11) ; He,; 3 ; AAAS; NSF •... 
12. lntr;)ductior1 to tcpGlogy_ (rl); Me; S; Ki; AAAS;. NSF •. 
13" Analytic epproaoh to t.ranatormation. groups. (st); Me; 
'14 •. Elliptic geomet17. (¢); M$J S; Kt;UAS; ISP\, 
15. Some cla-sa1cal PY!'ObleD1$ o.r ant1qulty oonneeted with 
ruler and compae:l eon1Jtrw:ttons., (3,4); s . 
. 16. ti1rre:nn1t1:e1 geometry. (rt); Me; 3; K11 MAS • 
. The opinions., or- 't.he panelist&, Ngard1.rig the selected. 
~ont~nt top1c3, &Xt.e p;re$ented in Table IV. The notations 
-are 14entieal with thO!!e ot Table· llL. 
An analY$1S r.;t Teble IV lndtc&tes that o.nly the firs,t 
six ~epics are basic to a eours.e in geotnetl*J'. It should 
be noted thet tbere 1a not a clear general ou.tl.in;a tor 
;this c oiirse. 
topical Content toi• a (six a.entea,t~r hour) 
Course in ~obacil1ty and Stat1st1ea 
Tae preliminary aelect1on or content topi~s tor proba-
:bil1ty •~ stetletics Will be noted 1n the same tashlon 
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TABLE IV 
PANELISTS RESPONSES TO CONTENT TOPICS Ill GEOMETRY 
CTN CA d n x2 m p 
1 L.000 0 19 2lw30 1.2 99 
2 0.778 l 18 16.07 1.2 99 
3 0.602 2 19 1:5 ~ ·30 1.2 99 
4 0.602 2 19 13.30 1.2 99 
5 0.602 2 19 1-.~-~ '.;0 L.2 99 
6 0.298 4 19 7~18 1 ~ 
·-
99 
7 0 .. 088 6 19 2,.96 1.2 90 
8 0.059 6 18 ·g.j:2 1.2 80 
9 0~018 7 19 1.54 1.2 75 
10 0.006 7 18 1.07 1.2 65 
11 0.006 7 18 1.07 1.2 65 
12 0.006 7 18 1.07 1.2 65 
l:i 
.,, -0.0116 8 18 o,, =12 1.2 40 
14 -0.046 8 18 0.32 1 .. 2 40 
15 -0 .. 059 8 17 0.14 1.2 30 
16 0.088 r· ·•. 19 2 .. 96 1.2 90 
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rs th,., cont·:mt topics f'or elg,::bre and geom::1:try. Additional 
r:;ourc,1 mfitt~rt'71 WP.a obt1.11n,5d fr(,m \'lalt,;r,ll Goldberg,12 and 
11 f.lost,; 1 ler, Rourk~, ?nfl Thomf:is, : Th"1se wlll bi:.': not;'?d by 
w. G ;ind i\lRT, re.sp,,ctiv~·ly, 
Initial s0?l,'.:!ctions of' cont ·int topics f'or probability 
&nd statistles er~ ~s follows: 
1. Joint probability rum:tions. (,); G; MRT; NSF • 
. 2. Binomial distribution. (9'}; W; Ki; G\: MRT; NSF. 
3,. Ev~nts and sets. {ft); W; O; MRT; MAA; MSF,. 
4* Ps:?rmutations and combin~tions. (¢);. G; Mirl:; NSF .. 
5. SempL:'1 spaces .• (ft); W; G; MRT; NSF~ 
6. Centrel limit theorem for binomial distribution. (¢); 
G; MRT; NSF. 
7. Poison distribution. ( ¢); NSF. 
8. Normal epproximation to th·J binomial di.atribution. (ft); 
a~ MRT; NSF. 
9 Mean and stimdPrci dovlr,t:ton of binomiel distribution. 
(~): G~ MRT: NSF. 
10, Markov cheins~ (¢); W, 
11. rform1'1 distribution (¢)~ W~ Kl; G:; MRT: NSF& 
12. Confidence irrt,1rvals. ( {1) J MRT; NSF. 
11R. M. Wrdt,';'r, "Thi~ Educ~tion of MP-thi~mat1cs Teach;1rs: 
Probeb:llit¥' and Stf1tistics, n Amaric~n Mathematical McmthlY;, 
LXVI ( 1959 J, 911 ... 91 : . . 
12s. Goldberg, Probability: An Introduction (Englewood 
Cliffs, 1960), pp. l-]15. 
1 \F. Mostell~r, R. E .. K. RourkcJ, snd G~ B. Thomas, Jr., 
Probabilit;,y: ~ Statistics (Reading, 1961). pp. 1-364. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
(¢); 
rr. 
18 .. 
{st); 
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Bay1;S. formula. ( 3); GI MRT; NSF .. 
Mean and st.anda1 .. d deviation of binomial distribution .. 
G; MRT; NSF. 
Govariance and correlation. (¢); G; NSF. 
Random variabl,:;a and discrete p:rob&bili ty f'unctlons. 
W; G; ; NSF. 
19. 
20. 
Completely and flni.tely additiw? set f1.mct1.ona. (f1); W. 
Binomial th,aorem. ( 2); G; MRT. 
21 .. Conditional probability o ( ¢); G; MRT; MSF .-
22. Chebysbev •s inequality. (3}; G. 
23. Generalized binomial coerrteienta. (S,); G .. 
24. Chi-square distribution. (¢); USF. 
25. nstudent's" t-distribution. (f1); M8F. 
The responses, of the pan0ilists, regarding the selected 
content topics ere presented in Table V. The notations are 
identical wlth those of TabL? IV .. 
The opinions of th;a panelists,, as indicated by Table V, 
arc:~ that th~: first nineta:en, as listed, cont;;nt topl<:rs are 
suitable for the desired course in probability and statistics. 
Summary 
This chapter was conc,3rned with thI3 selection of 
topical content ror th,':! certain courses. The in1 tial 
selection was made by t.be writer. This initial selection 
was evaluated from the reactions or- mathematics educators 
responding to a mail quest.ionnaire.. A particular content 
top.ic was considered to be acceptable if the coefficient. 
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of agreement was positive toward agreement and the chi-square 
V2ilues indicated that the standard ninety-five pere,ent 
aecept.anee level was obtained .. 
TABLE V 
PANELISTS RESPONSES TO CONTENT TOPICS DI 
PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 
CTN C A d n x2 m p 
l 1 .. 000 0 19 21~30 1.2 99 
2 1.000 0 19 21 .. 30 1.2 99 
3 0 .. 787 1 19 17.06 1~2 99 
4 0.787 1 19 17.06 1.2 99 
5 0.787 l 19 17.06 1.2 99 
6 0 .. 767 l 19 17.06 1.2 99 
7 0.787 l 19 17 .. 06 1.2 99 
a 0.787 l 19 17.06 1 .. 2 99 
9 0.787 1 19 17.06 1 •. 2 99 
10 0 .. 602 2 19 13 .. 30 1 .. 2 99 
11 0.602 · 2 19 13.30 1.2 99 
12 0 .. 602 2 19 13.30 1 .. 2 99 
13 0.602 2 19 13.30 1 .. 2 99 
TABLE V ( Ct)ntinued) 
CTU 
{"\ 
""A d n x2 m p 
J)j. 0~'+38 . .,, .) 19 10,00 1.? 99 
15 0.298 4 19 7.18 l .2 99 
16 0.298 4 19 ,, 18 i • 1*2 99 
17 0.298 4 19 7 18 1.2 99 
18 0.181 5 19 It. 83 1 .2 95 
19 a~· ().0 ts 6 19 ,~.: "' ' ' '. . ;, 96 1~2 90 
0.088 6 19 2.96 l ~2 90 
21 0.088 -6 19 2.96 1.2 90 
2~ 0.088 6 19 2 .96 1 .2 90 
0*017 '7 i 19 1.54 1.2 75 
2~- 0 .. 006 7 18 1.07 1.2 65 
25 -0.046 8 18 0. 1.2 40 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study th0ra hAs bean 0steblished m set of 
eritc:iria to S?l2et the topic~l contGnt of fifth-year courses 
in mathem~t1cs for SGC ondary school t,'.';aeh,:;rs of Missour:1. 
A m~th,c:mEt:l.cal topic select 0:cd should be in the union of the 
class of topics thst: 
1. Contribut21 to an und<~rstanding of S,'h'! ondary school mathe-
matics charac t':?ristic or the~, present and future. 
2. Contribute to depth and breadth of preparation b+?yond the 
mathematics of th3 secondary school and four y,sar collage. 
3. Gontribut,~ to th~ developm,~nt of the abill ty to furth3r 
the appre,::ietitm of the broad interrelationship of the 
secondary school matht~matics with th,3 general scheMG of the 
unity or thought. 
4. Contribut,:? to r:c:lating mathematics to oth,?r fialds of 
knowledge. 
5, Gontribut:1 to th~, dev0lopm,mt of ths:1 abllity ·to l:::arn 
nsw mf!thematics by s~lf-tnstruction. 
6" Contribute to th,, dcw,}lopmfrnt of the ability to apply 
high standttrds or proof to f'! varL3'ty of math·::matical problc-::ms. 
7 .. Contr:lbutc to an understanding of math2maticel topics 
taught on the el~}m<::?ntary or coll2g,:; level. 
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8. Contribute to tho development of mat,?rial of appropriate 
difficulty. 
9. Contributs- to the correlation with the preparation of 
the four-y,jl?r m~th?mettcs 'c,du;-;f'tion program. 
Th,: critJr1FP were initially s:)lsc:t:1d by th':! wri te1". Th1:.:ae 
;s,~1ections were validet2d from a statistical analysis of 
r·~sponst~s to ~ questionnaire sent to B pan,:;l of cererully 
s~lected mathrmiatics education speeiBlists. 
ThrJ second ph~se of this study c oncerm:-d itself with 
the sal.<::·::tion of topical eontent for courses in Blg,1bra, 
probability and statistics., and geometry. The preliminary 
selection of content m8terial was made by the writar. This 
selection was evaluated, using e .. :;ocff'icient or agreement, 
from tha reactions of mathematical edu8ators who are 
concerned with the education or sacondary school mathematics 
t:]achers. 
Topics that wer~ validated for 1ncluslon in thz certain 
80urs,3s were: 
Alg,a-brs ( six semcst':lr hours). Som•? properties of th0 fi:ald 
of retion~1 numbers, def'inition tmd som2 propJrtics of 
groups, 1:1lg!?.breL; OP~'N:tions. on matrices, determinants, 
lin0~r trsns form~tions ~ :tnvers,~ of a m!ltrix, sets and 
S'"'.ntenc,1s, squivalenee r-"'latlons end equivalence classes, 
isomorphisms, def'initlon rind some propsirti·ss of a fi,~ld, 
construction of thiJ rational numbers from thJ intagers, 
construction ot' the complex numbers,. modular number systems, 
fundam":ntal theorem of arithm01tic and applications,, permutation 
groups, SP'!CiBl metrices,, definition and some properti2s of' 
~n 1nt":':'gral domain., m~tl'L:mattcal indu..:tion, divisors and th,2 
division elgorithm for int,?.gers, differ,Jnt bases for th,~ 
nurab 1n .. sysb~m, lin0er_ dep:c:nden,;e of Vf:<:tors, solutions of 
systems of linear equations, m!lppings., definition and some 
properties of a ring, g{~ometric represi-mtation and trigono-
m,~tric form of' complex numb~Jrs, the r- · nth roots of a complex 
'number, subgroups., ordered integral domains., construction of' 
the integers fr·om the natural numbers. 
Probability end statistics (six semester hours). Joint 
probability functions, binomial distribution, c3Vents and 
sets, permutations and combinations, sample spar.:ea, ,:entral 
limit theorem for binomial dlstribution, Poisson distribution., 
normal .approximation to the binomial distribution, mdan and 
standard deviation of binomial distribution, f.1arkov chains, 
normal d1stribut5.on, confidence intervals, testing null and 
~ltern&tive hypotheses, Bayes' formula., tree mt~asure, m1an 
~nd stf'ndFlc:rd devi~tion of binomial distribution, covariance 
?nd correlation, rBndom v~riabl·:;S end disc rat:J probability 
functions, compl2t,9ly end :f'init,..::ly additive s2t functions. 
Geom·E?try ( three semester hours). Structure of .an axiomatic 
system.,. a set of postulates for geometry, methods of proof 
in an axiomatic system, historical discussion of riThe 
Elementsn stressing the logical shortcomings and the attempts 
to make the system more rigorous, analysis or secondary 
school geometry, non-Euclidean geometries discussed in 
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relationshlp to the given sat or postulates for Euclidean 
geometry .. 
Content topics for any program of teacher e(lucation 
should not ba devalop,ad once and then remain constant. They 
should be fluid,. •!partly restricted by the over-all pattern 
in use st the moment~ and always varied by the tGacber hand-
ling the Job at the moment. fil4 These topical contents sug-
ge.sted are not to b,! taken as the ul t1mate but es a pioneer 
program based t..rp,on the present prep&ratlon of the student .. 
Several 1na1viduals and professional groups who have recom-
men(led topics rcr teacher preparation have noted that several 
of the selected topics should be studied in the undergraduate 
program; therefore,, it is logical to :recomm,~oo that the entire 
secondary school mathematics teacher education program at the 
college of interest be studied with .respect. to tb,ise recom-
mendst ions • 
It was not~d in e report of & conf:erence on the Mathe-
matics Curricula in .NSF Ina.titut~Js ror High School Teachers 
that the ngeneral out line of geometry courses is not as 
clear as in the cese ot~ elgabra •1115 This statement is ver-
1 fi.e"d in thi.s study.. There f:ore., the topic al con tent for a 
course in geometry deserves considerable further study .. 
. 14Harold Speers, !he Teacher !!22. Curriculum Planning 
( New York, 1951 J., p. 8,. . 
lSnA Conference on Mathematics Curricula in Institutes. 0 
American Mathematical Monthl'[, LXVIII (1961), 33 .. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER TO PANELL'3TS TO VALIDATE TfIE 
SELECTED SET OF CRITERIA 
De!l:r Prof. 
The e:Sttiblishment or the: flf'tb-ye8r of' education 
for secondary school t9?,ebers ot· mBthemetics has become 
P concern of mf.lny ct our institutions of higher learning, 
stete deJ)2~tments of educetion., and professional 
organizations. At present I em m~kt:ng plans for the 
est&bl'.lshm:}nt of' e f1f'th-y~er progriun ror secondary 
school methematics teoohers of Missouri. 
To det(3rmlns': the tnt4thc::mEt1ea'1 toptea to br? included 
in 8 tifth-ye8r for e five ye-er program of' preparation 
or secondary school mathematics teachers of Missouri I 
b~ve sel.!etad er1ter1a baaed upon the objectives of the 
State Te;ach;,3r3 Col.li:!ge, diaeussion with certain rjducators, 
and published materials. I have selae ted you as an 
educator whose experiences places you in a posi t1on to 
render valid opinions on these selected cr1teri;a. 
For your opinion I E)m enclosing the selected criteria 
with appropriate evelua.tion remarks to minimize the use 
or your time. It will be &ppreci_ated if you will give me 
your l}Uthorcattva opinion rege.rding these selected c1 .. 1te-ria 
and return your remerks in the self-addressed and stamped 
env,elope. 
Tlumking you in 8dvance for your help I am" 
Sincerely yours, 
Dsle Woods 
dw:/ard 
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QUE.STIOFlNAIRE SEMT TO P.AMELISTS 
CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF MATHEMATICAL TOPICS TO BE 
INCLUDED IN A FIFTH-YEAR FOR A FIVE YEAR PROGRAM OF 
PREPARATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHElY'J\TICS 
TEACHERS OF MISSOURI 
P1e~S'1f1 im:licl!ts your ~greem:=mt or dis~gream,;;;n'c with each 
item in the following manner: 
l.. Complet11 or almost compl~te fl'gr.aement. I Bgree. with 
f'ew or no ret:HH"Vations, 
2, Tend tmft'lrd (i!gr(~~ment. I agre.e more than I disagree .. 
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3 - Tand tow~rd disegreem1Jnt. I disE:gree more than I agree. 
4, Complete or 8ltnost c ompl~te dis~g:r1EH.?mant. I disegree 
with few or no raserv~tions. 
Pl;ice a circL:: around th:-=: nmnb;n" which l"':;;presents your 
opinion an ·':s<ch st~tGm£mt. 
A mathemlltical topic that is included in the fifth-year of' 
~ fiv"~ year program of prepBration of sacondtn:-y school 
m~them~t1cs teachers should: 
1 2 3 4 I. Contribute to u1;1derstandlng c,f s,~condsry school 
math,~matic s cha1~acterlstic of i;ha present and future .. 
1 2 ·3 4 II. Contribute to depth arH1 breadth of preparetion · 
beyond·the mathematics cf the secondary school and 
:four year c 011:::ge. 
l 2 3 4 III. Contribute to the development of the ability to 
further the apprceciation of tha broad interrelation-
ship of the aec ondary school mathemat :Les with a 
general scheme or the unity o,f thought. 
1 2 3 
1 ? 
-i): 
l 2 3 
4 
4 
4 
IV. Contribute tc rell:lting mIDthematlcs to oth$r 
f'1elds O<f' k:nowL~dge. 
V. Contributt'.: to the .application of' mathe-m&tie:a to 
oth,ar t'iG1d:s of knowledge~ 
VI. Contribute to the developm,ant of the ability to 
le~rn nz:w mtt.l'HnnPtics by self-ins true tion. 
1 2 3 4 VII. Contribute to the developmc:mt of the ability to 
~pply high sttnd~rds of proof to t3· veriety of 
methemeticRl problems. 
1 2 3 4 VIII~ Contribute to the development of the ability 
to ore!!lte minor methemetical research and problem:... 
solving. 
l ? 3 4 IX. Contribute to an understancing of rnath3m:aticel 
topics taught on the elementary or college lev,el .. 
1 2 3 4 X. Contribute to the development ot" material of 
appropriat0 difficulty. 
l 2 3 4 XI. Contribute to th.Jc fifth-year ir the program is 
a basis :for an important mathematioel topic. 
l 2 3 4 XII. Contribute to the eorrelation wit.h the pre• 
pfiration. or tho four-year mathemttt::tos program. 
APPENDIX B 
LETTER TO PANELISTS TO VALIDATE THE 
Dear Prof. 
SELECTED CONTENT TOPICS 
. 
• 
---
I have been studying th'! problem of selecting top1eal 
content material ror a course :tn alg.ebr& (geometry, proba-
bility and stat is.tics) to be offered in the fifth-year of 
a five ye.er program of' prepar-:;ition of Missouri secondary 
school teachers. Since you ai~e a director o.f .a summer 
1nstituto under the NSF program, I would like to have your 
opinions regarding the topical content or such a. course. 
It will be eppraeiated if' you will assist in thls 
study by responding to tht: enclosed questionnaire, end 
returning th* questionnaire in th81 self-eddressed and 
stamped envelope. 
Sincerely yours, 
DrJle Woods 
dw/erd 
DIRECTION SHEET FOR COM LETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
I -would lik? to thrnk you for your tjme in completing 
this qu ~stlonn~ire. I re lize your time is valuable so I 
hrve tried to mnk . the questionnaire as short and time 
SP.ving ~s possible . 
3 ,... that you m~y hFve the prop,~r persp,ectiv regarding 
th proposed P""'Ogrem there re th ..., following details that 
should b~ basic for decisions. 
I. Th <:! rn1nimum prerequ·s1te cours"S are: 
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1. Coll,Jge lgebra ~nd trigonometry ( 5 semester hours). 
2. Analytic geometry &nd calculus (10 semester hours). 
3. College geom,3try ( 2. 5 s_rn-ester hours). 
4. El 0 ctiven (7.5 semester hours) . Sel cted from (2 . 5 
S'.)m1.~st "' r hour cours::i.s) Business Mathematics; Arithmetic 
for Teachers; Teaching of Arithmetic; Mathematics of 
Finance; Teaching of Secondary Soho 1 M thematics; 
Introduction to Math matics; Elementary Statistics; 
and Surveying. 
II. Meny of the prospective students have not attended 
coll .g~ r~cently. 
III. A topic selected for this program should be in the 
union or the class of meth~matical topics that: 
1. Contribute to understanding or secondary school 
meth,~ atic chnract .-~r1st1c of the pres _nt and future. 
2. Contribute to depth and bre dth of preparation 
b!yond th_ math~mat1c~ of the secondary school and four 
yefJr coll~ge. 
3 . Cont:r1but :. to th d.ev .lQpment of th,3 ability to 
furth _r the pprec iation of the broad interrelationship 
of the s - cond ry school mathematics with a g~neral scheme 
of the unity of thought. 
4. Contribute to r-l~t ng m th1m~ti s to other r1elds of 
knowledge. 
5. Contribut ~ to th3 developm:int of th~ ability to learn 
n3w m thematic by self-instruction. 
6 . Contrlbut ·~ to th : developm•ant of tho ?bility to apply 
high st?ndards o prco ~· to ri variety or ,athemat1cel 
probl ~ma . 
7. Contribut, to an underst nding of msthemat1cal topics 
t ught on the el~ment ry or college level. 
8. Contribute to th_ developm nt of mRtcrial oi appropriate 
d if fie ul ty. 
9. Contrlbut• to th correl tion with the preparation of 
the our-yt?ar mathem~tics program. 
IV. The textbook re rerence not dafter each topic is for 
your r.efer nee regarding B typical disc, ssion of the topic 
to be pres nted. This is NOT to be taken as a recommend -
ation of this text. 
V. The topics are NOT .ordered as they are to be presented . 
VI. Indicate your agreement or disagreement with the 
s3lection of each content topic in the following mann r: 
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1, C ox• inlmo::it 2:crmplete nt. I asr·ee with 
felt or no 1'."fil'Servattons tl'rnt thl.~3 op1.c sat1s fic,J the set 
of z:r:tt 1:tsted in III and that th:1.s topic should be 
inc lud,~d in a cours~ design,id for secondary school math-
2. Tend tcr1r;ai"d ftgr,~,~m,,mt., I ngree more than I disagree 
thtt th:ts top:tc srt 01s the set ,,,f criter:ta listed in 
III and that thts tople should be included in a course 
deslgn~:ca f'or sGc ond;)ry school matheimatlcs te~chers. 
·\. Tend t..owen-•d d:isagr,:on'l':::nt. I d:Ls,+gr-oe more thrn·1 I 
Pgr,s:~ thet this t s 1.s 1.'lr::s tlE" s@t or crlterir· 
list:si.d in III ,n1d that thls topic should bcJ included in 
eche,rs" 
4. Gompl.~ or t:11.most complete disagreement. I disagree 
with few or no reservations that this topic satisfies the 
;:HJt eriteri.::; listed in III and t;hnt this. t-opic: should 
be lrm 1 uded in a course des ignt.rd f.'or tH;10 (,ndary s,:;;hool 
ma'th-:nnst:tcs t,3acl·v3rs. 
VII. You may ag;ri;:N: that cet"'ttin t;c, s sstlsfy the set of 
~rlter1P li1:Jt0d ln III and is inrpr.n ... tant in the ken of 
the secondary achoc;1 rri:ntherru?t1cs teache.r but should be 
in the undergraduate pr•ogram., lri this instance you 
should mark complet,e or· ~1most rrimplete agreement. 
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'I'OPICAL CONTENT FOR A (SIX SEMESTER HOUR) F'IFTH-YEAR COURSE 
IM ALGEBRA FOR TEACHERS OF SECONDARY SCHOOL f,,U\THEMATICS IN 
MISSOURI 
Place ~ ch~ick (v') in tha perenthes:'i.s which r,2pr~sents your 
,iudgmont on e~ch se·: :~cted topic. 
1. Compl-')t:.:7 or almot'lt complete agreement. 2. Tend toward 
agreement . 3.. Tend tmmrd disagreement. 4. Complete or 
almost complete disagreement .• 
1 2 3 4 
( )( )( )( )1. Sets and sentences .. 
nintrodU:!tion to Modern Mathematics!! R. W. Sloan 
( )( )( )( )2. Booleam algebra as a ,model of' propositional 
logic. 
"Applied Boolean Algebran F. E. Hohn. 
( )( )( )( ) ·:,,. Mappings. 
t 1Linear Algebra 11 L .. J. Paige and J. D. Swift 
( )( )( }( )4 .. Equivalence relations and equivalence classes. 
'YLinear Algebra" L. J. Paige and J. D. Swift 
( )( )( )( )5. Arithmetic of cardinals. 
11Theory or Sets '1 J. Breuer 
( )( ){ )( )6. Definition and some properties of a ring. 
HModern .Algebra '1 N. H. McCoy 
( )( )( ){ )7. Modular number systems. 
11The Skeleton Key of Mathematics" D. E. Littlewood 
( )( )( )( ) 8 . Is omorphi ams • 
n.A Concrete Approach to Abstract Algebra" 
W.W. Sawyer 
( H ){ )( )9. Definition and some properties of an integral 
domain .. 
11Survey of Modern Algebra 11 G. Birkhoff and 
S. Mac Lane;, 
( )( )( )( )10. Ordered integral domains. 
nsurvey or Modern Algebra '1 G. Birkhoff' and 
S. Mao Lane 
( }( )( }( )11, Well-ordering principle. 
nTheory of Sets 11 J. Breuer 
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( )( )( }( )12. Mathematical induction. 
nMathematical Induction" a fllm by L. Henkin 
( )( )( )( ) 13. Peano postulates .. 
nFoundations of Analys:Ls !, E. Landau 
( )( )( )( )14. Divisors and the division algorithm for 
integers. 
"Higher Algebra for the Undergraduateri M. Weiss 
( )( ){ )( )15. Different bases for the number system. 
1'.Applied Boolean Algebra tr F. E. Hohn 
( H )( )( )16. Fundamc.ntal theorem of arithmetic and 
applications. " · 
uModern Alg~bra · N. H. McCoy 
( )( )( )( ) 17. Definition and some properties of a field. 
"Modern Algebra n lf .. H. McCoy 
( )( }( )( )18. Some properties of the field of rational 
numbers. 
nElements of Algebra u H. Levi 
( )( )( )( )19. Construction of the integers from the 
natural numbers. 
"Elements of Algebra!! H. Levi 
( ){ )( )( )20. Quotient field of an integral domain. 
"Higher Algebra for the Undergraduate r, M. Weiss 
( )( )( )( )21 .• Construction of the rational numbers from 
the integers~ 
nThe Number System'' H. A,. Thurston 
( )( )( ){ )22. Cauchy sequences. 
IIF01.mdations of Mathematics II R.. L. Wilder 
( )( H )( )23. Construction or the real numbers using 
Cauchy s,:1quencea. 
"Elements of Algebra ff H. .Levi 
( )( )( )( )24. Some properties of real numbers. 
11Elements of Algebra" H. Levi 
( ){ )( )( )25. Construction or the complex numbers. 
11Modern Algebra'' N. H. McCoy 
( )( )( )( )26. G:sometric representation and trigonometric 
form of complex numbers. 
11Higher Algebra for the Undergraduate" M. Weiss 
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( )( )( )( )27. The n nth roots of a complex numbar. 
''Higher Algebra for the Undergraduate II M. Weiss 
( )( )( )( )28. Polynomial rings. 
"Fundamental Concepts of Algebra" B. E. Meserve 
( )( )( }( )29. Divisors end the division algorithm for 
r,olynom1a1s. 
'Fundamental Concepts of Algebra n B. E. Meserve 
( )( )( )( ) 30. Unique factorization in F£U.. 
uFundamental Concepts of Algebran B. E. Meserve 
( )( )( )( ) 31 .. Partial fractions. 
11Modern Algebran N. H. McCoy 
( }( )( )( ) 32. Det"in1 tion and some properties of groups •. 
"Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics 11 H. Eves 
and c. V. Newsom 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ~3. Permutation. groups. 
''Insights in Modern Mathematica :i 
( H ){ )( ) 34. Cye lie groups .. 
11The Skeleton Key of Mathi::matic s 11 D. E. Littlewood 
( )( )( )( ) 35. Subgroups. 
"Modern Algebra" N. H. McCoy 
( )( )( )( ) 36. Cosets and Lagrange 's theorem. 
nModern Algebran N. H •. McCoy 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 37. Homomorphisms of a group .. 
nlligher Algebra for the Undergraduate" M. Weiss 
( )( ){ )( ) 38. Quotient groups • 
"Modern Algebra and Matrix Theory" R. W. Ball 
and R. A. Beaumont 
( )( )( )( )39. Coordinate systems in space. 
:ilntroduction to Modern Algebra:1 J. L. Kelley 
{ )( }( }( )40. Vectors and analytic geometry of space. 
nintroduction to Modern Algebra" J. L. Kelley 
( )( )( )( )41. Bases and dimension of vector spaces. 
11:Modern Algebra and Matrix Theoryn R. W. Ball 
and R. A. Beaumont 
( )( }( }{ )42. Linear dependence of vectors. 
"A Concrete .Approa.ch to .Abstrae t Algebra 11 
ii. W. Sawyer 
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()()()( )AJ,3. Subspaces ot" vector spaces. 
itLJ..near Alg,1bra ,., L. J. Paige and J. D. Swift 
( )( )( )( )44. Quartern:Lons ~ 
11 Introductlon to :Modern Algebra '1 J. L .. Kelley 
( )( )( )( )45. Algebra:ic operatj_ons cm matrlces. 
ntinear Algebra for the Undergraduate 11 
D • c . Mura oc h 
( )( )( ){ )46. Determinants. 
H 'l H1.gher Algebra for the Undergraduate· M. Weiss 
( )( )( )( )47. Linear"' transformations. 
''Linear> Algebra for the Undergraduate 11 
D. C. Murdoch 
( )( )( )( )48. Solutlorn:1 or systems of lin'.;;:ar equations. 
nModern Algebre and Matrix 'l'hv:;?ory 11 R. W. Ball 
and R. A. Beaumont 
( )( )( )( )49, Inv,erst~ of a matrix. 
11 Introduction to Modern Algebra 11 J. L. Kellay 
( }( )( )( )50. Special metricos, ZiH'O, identity, nilpotent, 
idempotent. 
"'Modern .Algebra and Matr:t:x 'l'heo.ry" R. A. Ball 
and R. A. Beaumont 
1l'OPICAL CON'rENT ll'OH A ( THREE SEMES1I1ER HOUR) FIFTH-YEAR 
COtfHSE IN ALGEBRA FOR TEACHERS OF SECOND.ARY SCHOOL MATH-
EMATICS IN MISSOURI 
Place a check (v') in the parenthesis which represents your 
Judgment on each selected topic. 
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1. Comple·te or almost compl,£:te agreement. 2 e. Tand towar.c1 
agreemcmt.. 3. Tend towa1--c1 disagreement. 4. Complete or 
almost completc1 d:lsagr<'1oment. 
1 2 3 4 . 
( )( )( )( )l. Structur,2 of an a omatic system. 
ii'Foundations of Math3matics 11 R. L. Wtlder 
( ){ )( )( )2. Methods or proof in an a.xiomatlc system. 
•
1Foundatio:ns of Mathematics I! IL L. Wilder 
( )( )( )( )3. Historical discussion of rirrt.e Elemont:-sa 
:stress i:ng th,~ logical shortcomings and the 
attcmp·ts to make the systom more :r•igorous. 
11His t ory or Mathemat :tc: s '1 IL Ew~s 
( }( )( )( ) 4 .. Analysis o:r s,1condary school geonk:tr•y. 
Including a discussion of some traditional 
and '1modern" tl':)tts .. 
( )( )( ){ )5, History of attempts to prove Euclid's 
parc;lJ,31 postule1te. 
(}()()( 
11Fundamental Concepts of' GGometry" B. E. Meserve 
}ti. ft. set of postulatr~s for geometry. 
(22 postulates givtm ln an OUTLINE OF A 
SUMMER INSTITU11E COURSE IN GEOMETRY by 
C. B. Allendoerfer). 
( )( )( )( )7. Axioms of analytic geometry and their 
relattonship to the axioms given in number six. 
ncoordinate Geometryn L • .P. Eisenhart 
( )( )( )( )8. Non-Euclidean geometries discussed i.n 
r,3lat:tonship to the axioms given in number six. 
( )( )( )( )9. Analytic approach to transformation groups. 
''An Integrated Introduction to Geometryn 
F. A. Sherk 
( }( )( )( ) 10. Hyperbolic geometry. Poincare model for 
hyperbolic geometry. 
"F1undamental Concepts of Geo1matry 11 D. E. Meserve 
( )( )( )( )11. Elliptic geom,~tr·y~ 
"N'on-Euc lidean Ge ornr:? try'1 H. E:. Wolfe 
(){)()( ) 12. Diff(H"'ential geomr:itry. 
"Gr::ometry and th13 Im~glnation 11 D. Hilbert and 
S. Cohn-Vossen 
( }( )( )( ) 1 Introduction to affine geometry. 
11Mode!'n Alg,::brt:; ,: G * Birlchoff and S. Mac Lane 
( )( )( )( )1-!t. Introductic.11 'to pr•oJec:tive g,::ometry. 
()()()( 
"Modern Algahra" G. Birkhoff and S. Ma:cLane 
) 15. IntroC:1uc t1on to topology. 
11Fundsmantal Com~~r;,ts or Geom::;try" 
B. 1; •. l4e.s j:; r,-r1 e 
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( )( )( )( )16. Some classical problems of anti.quity 
eonnr;i,c:ted w:tth ruler and compass constructions. 
nAn Integrated Introduction to Geometry 11 
F. f'.,.. Sherk 
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TOPICAL CONTENT FOR A (SIX SEMESTER HOUR) FII~TH-YEAR COURSE 
IN PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOH TEACHERS OF SECONDARY 
SCH 
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS IN MISSOURI 
Place a chaek (J/) in tha parenthesis which represents your 
judgment on each sel::cted topic. 
1. Complete or almost complete agreement. 2. T,and toward 
agreement. 3. Tend 'toward disagreement. 4 .. Complete or 
almost complete disagreement. 
1 2 3 4 
( }( )( }( ) 1. Events and seta. 
nProbability and ,Statisticstt l1~. MostelLar, 
R .. E. K. Rourke and G. B. 1:i.'homas, Jr. 
( )( )( )( )2 .. Completely and flnit,ely additive set 
functions .. 
ninsights in Modern Mathematics" 
( )( )( )( )·30 Permutations and combinations. 
"Theory of Probability" M. E. Monroe 
( )( )( }( )4. Binomial thaorem. 
11 Probability and Statistics" F. Mosteller, 
.H. E. K. Rourke and G~ B. Thomes, Jr. 
( )( )( }( )5. Generslized binomial coefficients. 
"Fini t,i Mathamatics" J. G. Kem.:rny, L. ·J. Snell 
and a. L. Thompson 
( )( )( )( )6. Markov chains. 
11:Finite Mathamatles" J. G. Kemeny., L. J. Snell 
and G. L. Thompson 
( )( )( )( )7. Sampls spaces. 
nProbability0 S. Goldberg 
( )( )( )( )8. Conditional probability .. 
nProbab1lity and Statiatics" F. Mosteller, 
R. E. K. Rourke and.G. B. Thomas, Jr. 
( )( )( ) ( )9. Tree measure. 
"Finite Mathematlcs 11 J. G .. Kemeny, L .. J. Snell 
and G. L. Thompson 
( )( ){ )( ) 10. Bayes 1· rormula • 
nProbability 11 S. Goldberg 
( )( )( )( )11 .. Rand.om variables and discrete probability 
functions~ 
"Modern Mathematical Methods and Modelsn Vol. II 
( )( )( )( )12. Chr&byshev's inequality. 
"Statistics" D. A. S. Fraser 
()()()( ) lJ . .Joint probability funo tions, 
"'I'heor>y Prob&bili ty 11 M. E. I~unroe 
( )( ){ )( }14. Binomlal distribution. 
H,:; ·o'~ '"'h. ] • ,t., ir H S"' Q.-i lc~1"·,.,, ·g· 
.. r u<,, .,, 1. , .1 t, u . • ·,,_,_, .1. "''"' r .,.. 
( }( )( )( )15. Mean and standard deviatlon of binomial 
distribut:lon. 
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nMoclern M~the:;msticel Methods and Modelsli Vol. II. 
( )( )( )( )16. Central limit th::wrem for binomial 
distributlon. 
"Th,2ory of Probability" M. :E .. Munro\~ 
( )( )( )( )17. Poisson distribution. 
a'fh,:l t) r: Prob ab i 1 :l t y 11 N • E . Munroe 
( H )( )( )18. No:r-mal a;:ippoximat:ton to the binomial 
distribution. 
( H H H 
ntfodern Meth(3mE:ticrtl Methods r:::nd Models n 
Vol. II 
)19. Normal distribution. 
1'Statlstict1 D. A. ,3. Fra.sGr 
(){)()(} . Confidence lntarvals. 
()()(}( 
(){)()( 
(){)()( 
()()()( 
()()()( 
Probabllity and 3t&,t:Lstic::s" }.ii. Mosteller, 
R . .EL K. Rourk,::: end G. B. 1.I'hom~s, Jr. 
)21. Mean and standard devi1£1tion of' normal 
distr;tbutio:n. 
11
.Probabil:ity end Stat1stics'1 F. Mosteller" 
R. LL K. Rourl-ce and G. B. Thomas, Jr. 
)22. Testing null and alternative hypotheses. 
JI-,., 1 ... t -.- '~ t .._ • t· I! C' 'f:ct t~ } 
.i:k. r;;nHn1 ,ar :1 o:) . a 1., J..S s 0 • .1.• .. 1>1ac ..:C 
)23. Covariance correlation. 
'
1 Frobab:tl:U.:;y 1' S. Goldberg 
)2·11. -square distrJ. but ion. 
i:Elementary Stt,tist ics 11 S. F. M.ac k 
)25. '1::3tudent 's II t-distribution. 
'
1Introc1"uction to Stflt:Lstlcg n P. G. Hoel 
ThesiEJ: TOPIClHJ COI1fJ.1E.NT F'OR GER'l'AIN I'i1IFTfI-YEAR Mf\THEMlV.PlGS 
COURSE:3 FOR MIS.SOUR! SECONDARY SCHOOL £.lATIIENllTICS 
T:'&,ACHEHS 
Bi ogra phie a 1 : 
t\i :r·IHJ.ns l Data : .Born in St :;nri c: oun t y, t•lL1 s our l , 
ItJovember 1, 1922., the SQn of Fid1dlng Ju3tlce 
and ~lizabeth Holt W'ood13. 
ation: Attend(?d Rai.1,::;y Creek Elementary School, 
St.oni~ county., M:t5sour.l.; graduated from Abesvilla 
High ~i-chool., Gal:,.na, Mlszwurl in 19]7.; atte:nded 
Nor•thw0st Mlsoourl Stati:J Gollege, Maryville, 
Misnouri; .an,~ r(tceived the degre1? o.r Bach~lor 
or lance l:n Education from Southwest Missouri 
St.at~~ Gollege., Springf1eld, Mis.souri., in 1944; 
attended Washington University, St ... Louisj 
Mlssourl; North Dakota State Univeraity, Fa1?·go, 
l'Jox•th Dakota; Drake Unlvr:rsity., nea Moines, Iowa; 
Uni ver,g :i ty of i;a 11fornia, Berl{e h:;;y, ca 11 fornia; 
rece 1 veci the Ma3ter of Sc. tence degree 1:n mathe-
matic a from Ok1ahiJma .Stat:.'? University, 8tillwater, 
Oklahoma 111 1950; attended the UnlverrJity of 
Ct)lo:NH1o, an(i c.:~ ompleted th.a J:'(3quir:,·:aents fo1" the 
Docto.r of Kducatlon degr<:H:: in HighIH' Education, 
MathematJ.cs, in J\,ugust, 1961. 
Professional .Experieni:}e: 'faue.;ht mathi;;?matics in sec on.d-
ary schools; U. S. Navy;· Instru.ctor or Mathemati.cs 
at North Dakot,~ ;3tate Univeroity,; 'l'exaa Weste:rr1 
College; Miss isslppi aouthern College; Assistant 
?rotessor of Mathematics at Memphis State: Univer-
a.ity; Idaho :State College; 1\asooiate Professor of 
Mathematlca at Northeast 1•1i:1.lsouri State 'feachers 
Cf)llege.; and part-time teaching aaaistant at 
Oklahoma Btat·e Univer.slty .. 
Professional. Organ:tzet1om~: Kappe Mu Et><1llon; Pi 
Gamma Mu; Mathematical AatH)clatio.n of America; 
I'<!ational Cotmell of: 'l'eeehers of Mathemati.cs; 
ivilssou:t•i Stat,::; Teachers Jti:1sociat:ion. 
